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The Exploitation of Plant Genetic Information

Chapter 5
The Third Agro-Food Order (1980s - )
Crop Development Conglomerates
Feeding the Eight Billion

''Plant genetic resources have a key role in world trade". This was one of the statements distributed by the CGIAR on the eve of the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED) in 1992. The 'fact sheet' on which it was
printed contained a clear message: non-traditional exports based on local genetic
resources formed a major window of opportunity for developing countries to
explore new niche markets: "An example is the Pitahaya, a fruit-bearing cactus
native to central Colombia which ... is now a thriving export crop, mainly to Japan."
(CGIAR, 1991:1)
That plant genetic resources play a key role in world trade is undeniable. But
the idea that local varieties allow developing countries to explore niche markets in
non-traditional export markets is a mistake, as is CGIAR's Pitahaya story. This
chapter examines the main reasons why not Colombia, or other developing countries, but the private crop development industry based in OECD countries will be
able to pick the fruits of the non-traditional export species.
Since the mid-1990s, chemical, pharmaceutical, and food companies have
been making unprecedented take-over bids for plant breeding and genetic engineering firms, to secure their involvement in the crop development industry of the
21st century. A steep rise of private investment in crop development has been
accompanied by a worldwide adoption of neo-liberal economic polices and a
reduced involvement of governments in agriculture. These tendencies have facilitated the emergence of large industrial conglomerates that possess the financial and
technological capacity to exploit plants and other organisms at the molecular level
for crop development. They place OECD countries at the core of a new, truly global market of plant varieties. In section 5.1 we examine the specific role that can be
attributed to the private crop development industry in shaping the new international division of labour in agriculture and the corresponding regulation that characterize the Third Agro-Food Order.
The rise of an influential private crop development industry has significant
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consequences for conservation policies. During the Second Agro-Food Order,
plant collection and conservation focused on landraces as main resources for plant
breeding. Genetic engineers seem no longer to focus exclusively on these plant
types. Section 5.2 explores how deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) data banks are
becoming the industry"s primary sources of genetic information, and what implications this has for the present seedbanks. Subsequently, ample attention is devoted to the suppliers of the DNA useful to the industry. In the tropical forests and in
farmers' fields in developing countries a large part of the world's biological organisms, carriers of potentially useful DNA can be found. Can developing countries
benefit from their supplier function?
The final section deals with the changes in plant-related intellectual property
protection which the world has witnessed since the 1980s. During the Second
Agro-Food Order, breeders aimed at a reduction of unauthorized propagation of
their plant varieties. The large industrial involvement in plant breeding and the
opportunities to 'engineer' a new plant have made the protection mechanisms as
established during the previous Agro-Food Order ineffective. Apart from propagation, genetic engineering corporations have a strong interest in controlling the
exploitation of genetic information in general. The discussion on the main changes
in, and controversies on plant-related IPR protection in the USA and Europe is followed by an exploration of the effects of the new protection standard on breeders
and farmers in developing countries.

5.1 Towards an international division of labour in crop development
During the First and Second Agro-Food Orders, the process of industrialization of
agricultural production relied mainly on the refinement of mechanical tools (tractors and harvesting machinery) and chemical inputs (insecticides, pesticides, fertilizers). In the 1970s, however, the impact of these production factors on agricultural output started to level off, and in some cases even to decline. It is against this
background that we position the emergence of the biotechnology industry in the
1980s. What agro-industrial interests did this new industry meet? What impact did
it have on the traditional dominance of public organizations in crop development?
The sheer size and future scenarios of the new crop development giants forecast
changes in the organization of crop development and the international division of
labour in agriculture. The impact of the new industrial 'crop development conglomerates" on agricultural production in the Third Agro-Food Order is the subject
of this section.

5.1.1 The emergence of the Third Agro-Food Order
As we have explained earlier, the Agro-Food Orders comprise a particular international division of labour in agriculture, facilitated by a specific regulatory frame-
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work. When the regulation no longer fits the division of labour, the 'order' enters a
crisis, in which the foundations are laid for a new Agro-Food Order. In this way, the
First Agro-Food Order can be considered as the outcome of the agricultural crisis
of the 1870s. The vulnerability to cheap agricultural imports and low prices
pressed governments in all capitalist core countries to undertake initiatives for the
improvement of national agricultural competitiveness. These initiatives included a
regulation of the seed market, and support for elementary crop development
research. The Second Agro-Food Order arose from the Great Depression during the
1930s. The crisis gave rise to the gradual design of a comprehensive strategy for the
industrialization of agriculture, adopted in all OECD countries after the Second
World War. Instead of just interfering marginally, as they did during the First AgroFood Order, governments grew into central organizers of agriculture and crop
development.
The Third Agro-Food Order emerged from the agricultural crisis of the 1980s,
which resulted from changes at both the production and regulation level, particularly triggered by (a) the rise of oil prices and (b) vast farm support outlays.
(a) Rising costs of agro-chemicals
The prevailing crop development policy during the Second Agro-Food Order relied
heavily on fuel-based inputs. The rise in agricultural productivity had been strongly related to the increased use of chemical fertilizer, pesticides and herbicides. By
the early 1970s, American farmers were burning about two and a half calories of
fossil fuel to produce one calorie of harvested food (Goodman et ai, 1987:101).
This high dependence on fuel became a matter of immediate political concern in
1973, when the OPEC cartel started to raise oil prices. Concern increased when it
was revealed that the incremental effect of fuel-based fertilizer had decreased in
American agriculture (Brown, 1985:34; McMullen, 1987:25).
There were also indications that the effectiveness of insecticides and pesticides
was being undermined. A rapid spread of the Greenbug pest caused an estimated
US$ 100 million loss to the U.S. sorghum crop in 1968. Two years later a corn leaf
blight epidemic shocked the agricultural establishment as it wiped out 15 per cent
of the total U.S. maize harvest (Doyle, 1985:1-15). The declining effect of agrochemicals was grist to the mill of environmentalists. The contamination caused by
chemicals, particularly DDT, had become a key environmental issue since Rachel
Carson published her book Silent Spring, in 1962. The criticism of high-input agriculture and the role of agro-chemicals transcended the U.S. borders and reached a
temporary climax at the international level in 1972 during the United Nations
Conference on the Human Environment (UNCHE) in Stockholm (McCormick.
1989:56,97). The conference confirmed the growing concern about the human mismagagement of the earth and, for the first time, attempted to encourage national
governments to make the environment a policy issue. The recession of the 1970s
would postpone governmental initiatives with more than a decade, however.
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(b) Surplus production mul public spending
The agricultural production strategy that had prevailed throughout the OECD
countries during the Second Agro-Food Order had been very successful in terms of
production. However, as national producers were largely shielded from the international market, a mechanism to control total farm output failed. Internal agricultural prices remained relatively high and delayed the reduction of the number of
farms. The upward spiral of productivity increase and farm support could remain
intact as long as foreign outlets for the surpluses were found. Even when industrial production in the USA and Europe entered a crisis in the 1970s, and the backbone of the post-war economic regulation - the Bretton Woods system - was shaken to its roots, agriculture flourished. Grain purchases by the USSR, the increasing
food imports by the newly industrializing and oil producing countries, and acute
food shortages in other parts of the world promoted agricultural production and
export (Kenney et al, 1991:182). Between 1970 and 1981 the American and
European Community (EC) agricultural exports rose respectively to 30 and 20 per
cent of total world production (Newman et ed., 1987). Only after 1981, during the
severe international economic recession, did agricultural exports stagnate. To a
certain extent, the EC, Argentina and Brazil could still expand their market shares
at the expense of the American exporters, who were suffering from the high value
of the dollar. Overall, however, the growth in demand stagnated, causing giant food
surpluses on both sides of the Atlantic. Total government outlays in the USA and
EC for storage, income and price support mounted to more than US$ 50 billion in
1987 alone (Newman et al, 1987:53).
The regulatory response to the agricultural crisis of the 1980s was twofold. In the
first place a solution had to be found for the burdensome transfer from taxpayers
and consumers to the agro-food sector. The massive governmental support for the
national farm sector met with increasing political opposition. Moreover, the protectionist measures were challenged internationally as shown by the trade disputes
between the USA, the EC, and the Caims Group of Fair Trading Nations representing small and medium-sized agricultural exporters. While embracing an overall neo-liberal economic policy, governments in all OECD countries have responded by diminishing their central and protective role in agriculture, implying a shift
towards a market-led agricultural production strategy. Price support measures tend
to be replaced by direct farm income support, while total outlays for agriculture are
declining. Nevertheless, total governmental farm support in OECD countries is
still considerable and estimated at around US$ 166 billion for 1996 (Viatte and
Schmidhuber, 1998:159).
A new crop development policy predominantly based on genetic engineering
can be considered as the second major strategy to resolve the crisis and speed up
industrialization of agriculture. In the 1980s, public investment in biotechnology
became a recognized public tool to support advances in molecular biology in all
main OECD countries (Roobeek. 1990:114-124). Such basic research had an
important role to play in the alleviation of the agricultural crisis. It should help to
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make agriculture less dependent on fuel-based chemicals and more environmentally sound, and should reduce surpluses by offering new opportunities for agricultural diversification. In short, biotechnology was considered to be indispensable to
increase the national competitiveness in crop improvement and agro-food production.
The interest in biotechnology arose in the 1970s, when a series of discoveries
in molecular biology enabled the unravelling and modification of the hereditary
mechanism of organisms at the genetic level. The workings of the hereditary mechanism was first explained in 1953, when the biologists Crick and Watson were able
to deduce the structure of the DNA molecule. This discovery allowed scientists to
understand how DNA is able to store and pass on hereditary information through
combinations of four different bases (named guanine, cytosine, thymine and adenine). From this moment on, sequences of DNA base pairs were the main unit of
genetic information in science. It would take until the 1970s, however, before
'genetic engineering' techniques were developed which enabled the modification
of the genome and the transfer of the re-combined DNA to progeny.
The advances in genetics were quickly applied to crop development. Until the
1970s, specific plant characteristics could only be transferred from one generation
to the other by means of crossbreeding techniques. These are based on a process in
which the plant's own reproduction organs are the main tools. Genetic engineering
techniques offered breeders the opportunity to pass on characteristics to the progeny under industrial, controlled circumstances through the isolation, recombination,
and transfer of genetic information. These processes, also referred to as 'molecular
methods', can be time saving as they are more accurate than crossbreeding.
Molecular methods are based on genetic sequences which control predictable biochemical functions. ' Genetic engineering also offers the opportunity to reduce the
'species barrier', the natural barrier that prevented 'traditional' breeding techniques to make crossings between different species. DNA from, for example, bacteria can now be transferred to plants. Genetic engineering thus gave crop development a series of new tools that had the potential to help overcome the major causes of
the agricultural crisis: it offered technological opportunities for better control of the
genetic make-up and characteristics of plant varieties, in order to diversify the use of
surplus crops, and reduce energy consumption and environmental contamination.
The diversification objective initiated the generation of 'value-added' or 'speciality' crops. These predominantly comprise transgenic plant varieties designed
for the production of specific industrial substances. The focus is on bulk crops,
such as maize, soyabean, sunflower, and rapeseed (Duvick, 1996:16). Examples of
the 'value-added' crops include Dupont's 'Optimum high-oil corn', which is
claimed to contain nearly twice as much oil as traditional maize. Limagrain has
developed tobacco plants that produce human haemoglobin and gastric lipase.
Limagrain also directs its value-added programme to "nutraceuticals", medicinal
compounds produced in vegetables to be used in animal feed, starch, oil, etc.
(Freiberg, 1997a:8). Agracetus has produced transgenic cotton varieties with specific fibre characteristics, such as a blue colour and the ability to absorb water.
Calgene markets transgenic oilseed rape with an enhanced lauric acid content,
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which produces rapeseed useful for the soap industry (Fitzpatrick and Scarth,
1998). The Centre for Plant Breeding and Reproduction Research in the
Netherlands has developed the 'Fructanbeet', a sugarbeet producing high value
fructanes instead of sugar (CPRO, 1998). Research investment in specialty crop
production is highest in the USA. American chief executive officers (CEOs) of
major crop development corporations predict that in 10 to 15 years half the U.S.
grain will be grown for specific uses, as a value-added crop (Freiberg, 1997b:6).
Genetic engineering also offered inroads to reduce the use of fuel-based agrochemicals. The idea is that new plant varieties are genetically modified to increase
their resistance to pests and diseases and to make agro-chemicals superfluous. The
first results, however, include plant varieties that seem to have the opposite effect.
Cotton and soyabean varieties have been developed that are tolerant to glyphosate,
an active compound that is the basis of various herbicides. It has been claimed that
herbicide-tolerant varieties enable a more selective use of herbicides. The advantage for the industry itself is that the herbicide-tolerant varieties compensate losses
on the agro-chemical market, while herbicide tolerance extends and adds value to
the existing seed market (Bijman, 1998).
In sum, the prevailing regulation that seems to characterize the emerging Third
Agro-Food Order is based on an agricultural production strategy in which the
national agricultural sectors are less protected from the international markets than
during the previous Agro-Food Order. The new crop development strategy focuses
on genetic engineering, which offers the prospect of achieving more control over
the hereditary mechanisms of plants, and thus the properties of new plant varieties.

5.1.2 The new international division of labour in agriculture
At the end of the Second Agro-Food Order, the international division of labour in
agriculture underwent modifications, but was not disrupted. The USA increasingly
had to share with the EC its position as the world's major food supplier, and rising
production in developing countries prevented the USA and the EC from exporting
all of their growing agricultural surpluses. Nevertheless, the overall position of
OECD countries in the international division of labour in agriculture has been
strengthened in the past decades. Between 1970 and 1996, the OECD share in the
volume of world exports of cereals rose from 73 to 82 per cent (Figure 5.1).- The
USA has remained the world's major exporter of major commercial crops, including maize, soyabean and wheat (Figures 5.2 - 5.4). Despite increases in production
of staple crops in Africa, Latin America and Asia, the share of these regions in the
world imports has increased considerably (Figures 5.6 - 5.9). Together they account
for nearly 60 per cent of the volume of world cereal imports.
In the past decades, many initiatives were taken in developing countries to
stimulate the export of non-traditional commodities (NTCs) such as new species of
fruit, vegetables and cut flowers (Friedland, 1994; Thrupp, 1995). Although several developing countries have become successful NTCs exporters3, the main benefi-
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ciaries of the tripling of the world market for fruit and vegetables have been the
OECD countries. Between 1970 and 1996 their share in the volume of world
exports expanded from 40 to 50 per cent, while their share in world imports is
declining (Figure 5.5 and 5.10).
We can assume that the growing share of OECD countries in the world agricultural market will persist. The already high level of industrialization of agriculture in these countries offers them a comparative advantage, particularly in cereal
production. Large investments in crop development are likely further to strengthen
their position in the international division of labour in agriculture. Most innovations in crop development are applied to temperate grains and temperate and subtropical vegetables grown in OECD countries.
In addition to their prominent position in the export of major agricultural crops,
OECD countries are becoming the world's major suppliers of plant varieties. As we
have indicated in earlier chapters, commercial seed has been traded internationally
throughout the 20th century, but sales have mainly been confined to what now are
the OECD countries. Still in 1990, over 90 per cent of the world market for commercial seed, worth US$ 28 billion, was accounted for by these countries4 (Figure
5.11) (Heijbroek et ai, 1996:17; Le Buanec, 1996:409).
Seed demand in OECD countries is diminishing, however. Between 1980 and
1994, the market for seed of arable crops stabilized in North America and
decreased by 17 per cent in Europe, mainly due to the decline of land under cultivation, and lower agricultural prices. The resulting intensification of competition in
the seed market forces the crop development industry to explore new markets in
developing countries where seed demand is expanding. Seed demand of arable
crops increased by more than 30 percent in Asia between 1980 and 1994 and almost
tripled in Africa in the same period (Heijbroek et ai, 1996:17).
The growing demand for seed of advanced varieties in developing countries has
various causes. Population growth urges farmers to use ever higher-yielding varieties, or varieties that are adapted to marginal lands. As the major part of this
growth occurs in urban areas, the dietary patterns of cities have become important
factors in overall demand. Fast growing consumption of pasta, bread, and meat in
cities has increased the demand for wheat and soyabean varieties. Imported and
adapted plant varieties are also required to reduce the dependence on cereal
imports, or to expand agricultural exports.
In developing countries, it is often imperative for agriculture to grow modern
plant varieties, bred in OECD countries, in order to remain internationally competitive. These varieties are normally highly productive, provided that they are grown
under specific conditions; furthermore, they meet industrial processing requirements, international quality standards, and the preferences of the OECD country
consumers. In the developing countries themselves, the opportunities to create
technologically advanced varieties have declined. Government supported research
centres are still the main suppliers of new varieties in these countries, but public
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5 Regional shares in world exports and imports of cereals, fruit and
vegetables in 1970 and 1996*, in % (based on FAOSTAT, 1998)
Figure 5.1 Export shares: cereals
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Figure 5.3 Export shares: maize
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Figure 5.5 Export shares: fruit and vegetables
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Data for Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union are not available. Data for Israel and Japan are not included in Asia. Japan is
included in OBCD. Data for Mexico and Turkey are not included in OECD but in Latin America and Asia respectively.
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Figure 5.6 Import shares: cereals
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Figure 5.7 Import shares: wheat
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Figure 5.11 Shares in the world agricultural seed market by country (1994)

(source: Heijbroek el ai. 1996:27)

plant breeding expenditure is under pressure. Whereas public agricultural R&D
budgets continue to expand in most regions, the annual growth rates are declining
(Figure 5.12). In Latin America, public expenditure on agricultural research has
been reduced in absolute terms. The budgets of the national agricultural research
institutes in 14 South and Central American countries were reduced by 13 per cent
on average, in the period from 1981 to 1993 (Echevema et al., 1996:3). Most governments of developing countries are reducing their involvement in crop development because of structural adjustment programmes, while foreign donor support
for plant breeding is diminishing (Tripp, 1997:25).
Figure 5.12 Annual growth of rates public agricultural R&D spending in
22 OECD countries and 131 developing countries, in % (1971-1991)

OECD countries
Developing countrk

(data derived from Alston et al.. 1998:59)
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In developing countries the reduction of public research budgets is generally not
compensated by increases in domestic private investment; private breeding, for
example, is something that has only begun to emerge in the 1990s. The domestic
firms often rely on the transnational crop development industry for the purchase of
parental lines of hybrid maize, soyabean, fruit, vegetables and ornamental plants.
Most firms concentrate on the adaptation of imported varieties to local climatic
conditions and the sale of propagative material on the national market.
In sum, between 1970 and 1996 OECD countries strengthened their position
on the world markets for staple crops and non-traditional commodities.
Developing countries remained major importers of cereal crops, and overall they
benefitted little from the emerging markets for non-traditional commodities. The
position of OECD countries in the international agricultural division of labour has
been further strengthened by their new role as global suppliers of new plant varieties. The increasing requirements of new plant varieties, in combination with stagnant public investment in agricultural research, induce commercial agriculture in
developing countries to rely on varieties produced in, or by companies based in
OECD countries. Thus the Third Agro-Food Order has not only strengthened the
existing international division of labour in agricultural production, but has also
brought forth a division of labour in a subsector of agriculture: crop development.

5.1.3 The changing organization of crop development
The capacity of OECD countries to produce important plant varieties for diverging
regions of the world seems very much to be determined by the changing organization of crop development. Whilst governments used to be the main organizers of
crop development, there is a tendency for private industry to replace the national
government in that role during the Third Agro-Food Order. This is a new phenomenon. Until the 1970s, large industrial corporations were involved in the production
of agro-chemicals, but not in plant breeding. The lack of effective technical control
over the plant's hereditary mechanism rendered plant breeding too a risky business
for large industrial capital investment. This situation has changed since the 1970s,
basically because of two mutually re-enforcing tendencies.
The first involved a relative decline in governmental expenditure in agricultural R&D. as part of an emerging market-led production strategy. Governments
in both OECD and developing countries have started trimming their support for
agricultural R&D5 since the 1980s. Public agricultural R&D expenditure generally still grew, but at lower rates than they did during the Second Agro-Food
Order. Overall in OECD countries, the annual growth rate of agricultural R&D
dropped by a third, from 2.7 per cent in the 1970s to 1.7 per cent in the 1980s.
In developing countries, as mentioned above, the decline was sharper, from 6.4
to 3.9 per cent (Figure 5.12). In addition the public agricultural research in
OECD countries was adjusted to requirements of the private sector by means of
a number of institutional changes. In some countries (notably in the United
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Kingdom), public agricultural research was partially privatized, or redirected
from near-market research towards basic research, while the industry was often
given a greater say in the allocation of public funds (Alston et ah, 1998: 69-74).
The second tendency inducing a change in the organization of crop development consisted of an increase in private expenditure on agricultural R&D. There
were a number of factors that raised the interest of large industrial capital in plant
breeding: economic and political limitations imposed on fuel-based agriculture,
expanding Third World demand for food and seed, and advances in genetic engineering. Private agro-industry stepped up its research investment by an annual
growth rate of 5.1 percent in the 1980s, at the same time that public R&D spending on agriculture was slowing down. Private agricultural R&D expenditure in 22
OECD countries increased from US$ 3.9 billion in 1981 to more than US$ 7 billion in 1993. almost equalling total public R&D expenditure on agriculture
(Figure 5.13).6 There are considerable differences among countries, however. In
the USA, for example, private sector agricultural R&D expenditure began to surpass public expenditure already in the early 1980s (USDA, 1995). It is quite difficult to assess the proportion of private R&D expenditure devoted to crop development. Assuming a total world seed market of around US$ 28 billion, our estimate
of private crop development R&D in the mid-1990s is between the US$ 2.8 and
4.2 billion.7
Figure 5.13

Comparison of public and privately performed agricultural
R&D in 22 OECD countries (in billions of dollars)

npublic

1981

• pnvale(1971 n a ]

1991

(data derived from Alston et al, 1998:56,66)

The rise of private investment in agricultural R&D thoroughly restructured the
industrial involvement in crop development. Chemical, pharmaceutical, and food
industry capital moved into crop development, the existing small-scale plant
breeding firms were largely absorbed, and new branches of industry emerged.
This reorganization, which is still continuing, has been a condition for the industrialization of crop development. Only by combining the assets of the different
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industrial sectors, could genetic engineering provide new opportunities for capital accumulation. Companies from at least six different industrial sectors have
become involved in crop development.
Plant breeding firms
We have already explained that in earlier Agro-Food Orders the private crop development industry generally consisted of many rural-based firms, often small and
family-owned. Although systematic data on the seed industry structure before 1970
are incomplete, the general idea is that the industry was "highly fragmented with
extremely low concentration levels" (McMullen, 1987:82). After 1970, the breeding firms were forced to seek financially strong partners, due to increasing competition in the seed market and the development of new, costly plant breeding techniques. In order to survive in the long term, many firms allied themselves to the
agro-chemical and food processing industry.8
New Biotechnology Firms (NBFs)
The need for linkage with large industrial corporations was also felt by the New
Biotechnology Firms (NBFs). NBFs are small, private research organizations, usually university spin-offs, which have been founded to translate new discoveries in
genetic engineering into marketable products. The NBFs were basically an
American phenomenon, but also emerged in Europe, often upon the joint initiative
of governments and large industrial corporations (Orsenigo, 1989:125,152). NBFs
that lacked both capital, up-scaling opportunities and a marketing network necessarily relied on venture capital and contracts with client firms, such as chemical and
pharmaceutical companies. This trend emerged in the 1980s and still counts for
today.
Genomics firms
In the 1990s, the increasing commercial value of genetic information induced the
establishment of NBFs that specialized in the identification and workings of DNA
sequences. By using advanced software, genomics firms can scan entire chromosomes for DNA sequences and work on the unravelling of the genetic function of
given sequences. This process, generally referred to as 'functional genomics' is targeted at the discovery of genes with potential economic value. The genomics firms
operate as contractors for both the larger seed firms and the newly emerging 'life
science' divisions of agro-chemical and pharmaceutical corporations.
Software firms
Genome mapping relies heavily on computing power and software for refining the
DNA sequencing technologies through advanced software and special DNA- or
Gene-Chips. For this reason, software designers have become new, but indispensable actors in crop development. In 1997, for example, Monsanto and IBM
announced a strategic alliance to unravel raw DNA data sets by an IBM 'next generation pattern discovery algorithm' (Monsanto, 1998a)
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Chemical and pharmaceutical industry
The chemical industry envisaged declining markets for agro-chemicals due to the
rising oil prices and an increased environmental awareness. The expected loss of
sales could be curbed by producing crops with a built-in crop protection (Bijman,
1999). As molecular biology offers opportunities not only for plant breeding but
also for new strategies in drug discovery, the chemical and pharmaceutical enterprises have established 'life science' divisions, in which biotechnology R&D for
the two industrial branches have merged. The strategic targets for these large corporations are the 'traditional' plant-breeding firms. They possess the working collections and plant varieties that serve both as source and carrier of plant genetic
information. Moreover, the breeding firms have at their disposal a distribution network that can bring the transgenic plant varieties to the farmer. This explains the
large sums of money that have been paid to acquire plant-breeding firms.
Monsanto, for example, paid a total of US$ 5.3 billion in 1997 and 1998 to take
over Holden, DeKalb Genetics and Delta and Pine Land Co. (RAFI press release,
14 May 1998).
Food processing industry
The food processing industry has been investing in crop development because of its
interest in adapting the intrinsic qualities of crops, such as nutrient content, perishability and processability. Adaptations in the upstream stages of the production
chain would offer better control over downstream food processing. 9 Plant varieties
carrying specialty traits also facilitate a trend in the industry towards separating
natural products into their basic components (chiefly carbohydrates, proteins and
fats) in order to re-assemble them differently (Ruivenkamp, 1989:140-189).
Nevertheless, there has been little commercial success as yet with plant varieties
that have been genetically engineered specifically for food processing purposes
(Duvick, 1996:15-17).
The restructuring of the crop development industry has resulted in the emergence
of what can be called crop development conglomerates. They comprise close networks of enterprises active in a specific area of genetic crop development.
Typically, a crop development conglomerate is organized around one OECD-based
transnational enterprise (TNE), rooted in the chemical, pharmaceutical, or food
processing industry. This TNE maintains a network of linkages with one or more
plant breeding firms, NBFs, genomics and software firms, and also with public
research institutes. The nature of the linkages is diverse and varies from temporary
research collaboration to complete take-overs. 10 Figures 5.14 to 5.19 present a
graphic impression of the nuclei of the six largest crop development conglomerates.
For the sake of clarity, the figures show only two types of relationships: acquisitions,
and 'alliances' (a broad category that includes all other forms of collaboration).
Moreover, the figures include only those participating companies that can be considered the most important partners in terms of their sales. Additional details about
the conglomerates can be found in the text boxes that accompany the figures.
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Fig. 5.14 The Monsanto conglomerate (1998)
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Between 1996 and 1998. Monsanto look over four major U.S. maize breeding companies: Holden's
Foundation Seeds (price USS 1 billion) and DeKalb Genetics Corporation (US$ 2.3 billion). Delta
& Pine Land (USS 1.9 billion), and Cargill's seed divisions (US$ 1.4 billion). Holden and DeKalb
respectively cover 35 and 12 per cent of the U.S. maize seed market. The acquisitions made Monsanto
the world's largest actor in maize improvement.
With the acquisition of'Asgrow Agronomics (US$ 240 million), specialized on maize and soybean
seed, Monsanto has obtained access to about 10 per cent of the U.S. soybean market. Asgrow, Stine
Seeds and Monsanto collaborate on genetic engineering on soybean. Agripro is a leading U.S.
breeding company, specialized in maize, cotton and wheat.
With the acquisitions of Calgene. a specialist in vegetable seeds, and patent holder of the Flavr Savrtomato, Monsanto tries to penetrate the vegetable seed market. The acquisitions of the biotech
division of Agracetus. and Stoneville Pedigreed are to increase the involvement in the U.S. cotton
seed market.
The acquisition of Semences Agroceres offers Monsanto a 30 per cent market share of the Brazilian
maize seed market.
Monsanto's alliances with Millenium Pharmaceuticals and Incyte in 1997 will improve the position
of its life science division in genomics research.
(sources: Bijman, 1997:33,35; Cailliez. 1997:42; James, 1997:6; DeKalb, 1998; Monsanto, 1998b;
Millennium, 1998)
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Fig. 5.15 The DuPont/Pioneer conglomerate (1999)
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In March 1999 DuPont took over Pioneer Hi-Bred for US$ 7.7 billion.
Pioneer Hi-Bred and DuPont set up a joint venture on a 50/50 basis: Optimum Quality Grains.
In 1997 Pioneer concluded an alliance with Mycogen (USA), a new biotechnology firm of which
65 per cent is owned by Dow AgroSciences. the world's no. 7 of the crop protection industry.
In 1997 Pioneer concluded an alliance with American Cyanamid, an American agro-chemical and
pharmaceutical firm.
In 1996, Pioneer established a joint research programme with Human Genome Sciences (HGS).
In 1997, Pioneer invested US$ 7.5 million in Curagen. a genome sequencing firm, and will fund
Curagen research for 5 years.
(sources: Bijman, 1997:33: James, 1997:6: Pioneer, 1998: Curagen, 1998: DuPont. 1999: Pioneer,
1999)
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Fig. 5.16 The ELM/Pulsar conglomerate (1998)
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ELM is a subsidiary of Pulsar International, a Mexican cooperation involved in insurance, financial
services and construction.
In 1994 and 1995, ELM invested US$ 480 m. in the acquisition of Asgrow Seed and Petoseed and their
respective subsidiaries Bruinsma and Royal Sluis. All were merged in 1995 to create Seminis Inc.
Due to these acquisitions. Seminis Inc. has rapidly become the world's leading vegetable seed
company owning 36 breeding stations worldwide and the world's largest vegetable gene bank.
DNA Plant Technology (DNAP) is the world's fourth largest enterprise in agricultural
biotechnology.
Through the acquisition of Bionova. a vegetable distribution company. ELM acquired access to the
U.S. vegetable market. To get access to the European and Middle East market. ELM acquired 51 per
cent of Royal van Namen in 1996.
In 1997, ELM and Monsanto started a new company Mendel Biotechnology (investments US$ 30
m.) for the identification of DNA sequences.
(sources: Bijman. 1997:33; Cailliez, 1997:42: James, 1997:6; Massieu, 1998:10; Monsanto, 1998b)
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Fig. 5.17 The Novartis conglomerate (1998)
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Novartis is the result of a merger between Sandoz (Switzerland) and Ciba Geigy (Switzerland) in March
1996. then the largest corporate merger in history. Novartis holds the number one position in
pharmaceuticals (59 per cent of total sales) and in agribusiness (24 per cent of total sales) worldwide.
Novartis Seeds (a subdivision of Novartis Agribusiness) is the second largest seed producer in the
world. It acquired:Northrup King: specialized in maize, oil seeds and other field crops (worldwide
sales); Hilleshog: specialized in sugar beets (worldwide sales); Sluis & Groot Seeds: specialized in
vegetables, sales in Europe. Africa and Asia: Rogers Seed: specialized in vegetables, sales in North,
Central and South America.
In 1997 Novartis Seeds acquired the crop protection unit of Merck & Co. for USS 970 m.
(sources: Cailliez. 1997:42: James. 1997:6: Novartis. 1998a: Novartis. 1998b)
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Fig. 5.18 The Rhone Poulenc/Limagrain conglomerate (1998)
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Groupe Limagrain is a cooperation owned by 600 French farmers and seed growers.
The cooperation is the third largest seed producer in the world and the largest in the European Union.
Maize seed comprises 25 per cent of total sales : vegetables andflowers27 per cent: and other field crops
15 percent. About 33 per cent of Limagrain's sales comprise of processed food and health products.
In 1994 Rhone Poulenc Agro (a sub-division of Rhone Poulenc) and Groupe Limagrain jointly
establish Limagrain Genetics International and G.I.E. Biotechnologies de Grande Culture.
Of the 57 European subsidiaries, 31 are located in France, 6 in Spain. 6 in the UK. 5 in Germany, 5 in
Italy. 2 in the Netherlands. 1 in Belgium, 1 in Austria, and 1 in Poland.
France comprises 53 per cent of total sales of Groupe Limagrain. the European Union 29 per cent, and
North America 12 per cent.
(sources: Cailliez, 1997:42; James, 1997:6; Limagrain, 1997; Limagrain, 1999)
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Fig. 5.19 The Zeneca/Cosun conglomerate (1998)
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Advanta was created in 1996, and is a joint venture of Zeneca Seeds (a subdivision of Zeneca) and
VanderHave Seeds (a subdivision of Cosun). Zeneca is a large agro-chemical and pharmaceutical
company. Cosun specializes in food processing (sugar, fruit, potatoes) and food conservation. Zeneca
and Cosun each control 50 per cent of the shares of Advanta. Headquarters are located in the
Netherlands.
Advanta sells seed under the original name of its subsidiaries. Most important Advanta brands are:
Leen de Mos (vegetables, Europe), Mommersteeg (various, worldwide). Garst (maize, USA),
VanderHave (various, worldwide), Zeneca Seed (maize, USA). Seeds produced by Advanta also
cany the name Advanta or Zeneca.
(sources: Advanta, 1997: Cosun. 1997: James. 1997:6; Mooney, 1998:149: Zeneca. 1998)
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The emergence of the industrial conglomerates has had profound effects on the
organization of crop development. The seed industry seems rapidly to be losing its
fragmented nature. Many plant-breeding firms are integrated in one of the conglomerates that are financially and technologically directed by one or two large
transnational enterprises. American industry representatives predict that eventually there will be "probably only five companies or alliances in the world that have
access to both high-performing germplasm and proprietary biotech research."
(Freiberg, 1997c:6).
It would be an overestimation, however, to consider the formation of the conglomerates as a unilinear tendency, inevitably heading towards a monolithic 'life
science' oligopoly. There are wide differences between the conglomerates regarding the industrial background of the central corporations, the crop focus, the homebase country, and corporate culture. Moreover, the choices and strategies of the
conglomerates, for example as regards the technologies employed, the type of
intellectual property sought, and the conservation policy followed, provoke countervailing reactions. These reactions may originate from other private sector
sources involved in the production chains, such as food processing corporations or
supermarkets, which may strongly influence the demand for specific qualities of
new plant varieties. Reactions may also come from the breeding firms that are not
(yet) integrated into one of the conglomerates. As we indicate in section 5.3.3,
European plant breeding associations in particular differ from genetic engineering
companies in their views on how genetic information and plant varieties should be
protected as intellectual property. Countervailing reactions may also come from
consumers, and a wide variety of civil pressure groups, such as bio-ethical, religious, environmental and farmers' organizations. The responses of all these organizations have to be reckoned with, as the public opposition to plant patenting and
the introduction of transgenic plant varieties into Europe shows.
Public reactions to the innovations of the crop development conglomerates
reveal not only that there are certain limits to the freedom of industrial initiatives,
but also that these limits are no longer set by the government alone, but also by
other private, market forces. The industrial conglomerates are obviously the strong
dynamic forces, but consumers and public interest organizations can no longer be
ignored. The direct interaction of conglomerates with other private industry and
consumers is influencing the direction of crop development research. This is what
could be called 'market-led' crop development.
The role of the national governments in such market-led crop development is
no longer that of the central organizer. We argue that the private crop development
conglomerates, rather than the governments, are becoming the dynamic force of
crop development of the Third Agro-Food Order. This corresponds with the way
the industry is depicting itself. In their publications and Internet homepages, the
key corporations of the conglomerates tend to equate their commercial intentions
with public, common interests. They suggest that they are destined to save the
world from food shortage and to preserve the planet by making agriculture sustainable." Notable is the global focus of the enterprises. Food production and con-
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sumption is no longer presented as a national issue, as during the Second AgroFood Order, but as a matter of global concern. As the world population is expected
to grow to around 8 billion by 2020, a doubling of the 1997 yields is thought to be
necessary (ASSINSEL, 1996). This goal is to be achieved by adapting the main
plant varieties to climatic variation, especially with the objective to increase yields
on less fertile soils, and by stepping up efforts to increase agricultural productivity.12 These extra research investments require, according to the conglomerates,
new crop development policies that further stimulate private investments in the
exploitation of genetic information. New conservation strategies are to secure
long-term access to biological material containing commercially interesting genes,
while new IPR policies are to safeguard high investments in R&D.

Summary
We have mapped out three broad developments that indicate the emergence of the
Third Agro-Food Order. Firstly, the international division of labour in agriculture
has not essentially changed in the past decades. The OECD countries as a whole
have been able to strengthen their agro-food trading position vis-à-vis developing
countries, despite increases in production in the latter. Secondly, at a regulatory
level there is a tendency for governments in OECD countries to reduce their presence in the agricultural sector, while private industry, consumer and civil pressure
groups become more involved in agro-food production. This development can be
considered as a shift in the prevailing agricultural production strategy, away from a
basically state-led strategy, towards one that is more market-led. Thirdly, a division
of labour also emerges in crop development, with the OECD countries as the main
exporters of new, commercial plant varieties. The heavy investment in R&D and
the future scenarios of a handful of industrial conglomerates indicate that they are
becoming the main organizers in crop development.

5.2 DNA as a new conservation target
Earlier we have described how, during the First Agro-Food Order the interest in plant
collection shifted away from individual plants of botanical species to landraces.
Especially the settler colonies, notably the USA, were in great need of landraces of
temperate crops to develop a competitive agricultural sector. The collection of landraces was intensified in the Second Agro-Food Order, which brought even forward
a global conservation system: a close connection of seedbanks established in most
countries of the world. Plant breeders extensively used this system and freely
exchanged germplasm in order to breed new varieties.
In the Third Agro-Food Order the target and means of plant collection and conservation are subjected to considerable changes. The plant seems to loose its exclusive position as sole resource for the creation of new plant varieties. For genetic
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engineers within the crop development conglomerates the pool of genetic
resources is much broader than that stored in the seedbanks. Apart from plants, in
fact all biological organisms are potentially useful for breeding, as long as they
contain the DNA that encodes for a desired trait.
In this section we examine how the crop development conglomerates design
new strategies in collecting genetic information, and what impact they have on the
existing global conservation system. If private investment in the genomics industry
continues to grow at the current pace, and genetic information of micro-organisms,
insects, birds, or human blood is screened and stored in 'DNA data banks', will
there still be a function for the seedbanks in the future?
Prominent is also the issue regarding the position of the suppliers of genetic
information. The new broad genepool covers genetically diverse biological organisms that can be found in tropical forests and in farmers' fields in developing countries. In order to find and identify useful DNA sequences from these organisms,
crop development conglomerates have embarked on 'bioprospecting' programmes
for the identification and evaluation of genetic properties in virtually any organism.
What benefit may developing countries derive from their supplier function?

5.2.1 DNA as an asset in the formation of conglomerates
Advanced gene isolation and transfer technologies have allowed the crop development industry to introduce a wide range of genetic material into a host organism.
Most engineered crops that now appear on the market, notably in the USA, contain
a single added gene that confers a single desired characteristic, such as resistance
to specific insect or viral pests, longer shelf-life, or tolerance to a specific type of
herbicide. Monsanto, DuPont, and Pioneer Hi-Bred can be considered as forerunners in this field. Most of the genetically engineered or modified crops they produce contain 'foreign' genes, for example genes extracted from bacteria.
As indicated above, the commercial interest in finding commercially attractive
genes has resulted in the emergence of a new, very capital-intensive branch of the
crop development industry, the 'genomics' firms. They operate as contractors for
the core corporations in the conglomerates, which allocate a great deal of their
investment to DNA sequencing. Pioneer Hi-Bred, for example, has signed a contract with one of the largest American genomics firms, CuraGen, "to mine the
Company's extensive germplasm base to identify particular genes that promote
superior traits in plants." (Pioneer Hi-Bred, 1998a: 16). Pioneer is also involved in
a US$ 40 million maize genomics programme with DuPont (RATI, 1998a:4). In
1997 Monsanto concluded a US$ 218 million licence agreement with Millennium
Pharmaceuticals (USA) and IBM to exploit genome data. Monsanto plans to build
a new "genomics research centre", staffing 100 scientists, located next to
Millennium's headquarters (Osborne, 1997:1). The agreement with Millennium
will cover "all plants in all countries". Monsanto considers the agreement to be an
integral part of its life sciences strategy, and hopes to "gain a competitive edge in
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the search for patentable crop genes" (Monsanto quoted in RAFI, 1998a:4).
Novartis, in 1998, announced that it would invest the record amount of US$ 600
million to establish the Novartis Agricultural Discovery Institute, which is entirely
dedicated to genomics studies, especially in respect of vegetables (AgBiotech
Reporter, August 1998:1).
The new genomics industry is closely associated with producers of advanced
software and hardware (DNA-chips) that help to speed up the analysis of the workings of unique DNA sequences. The doubling of the computer chip's power every
18 months rapidly increases the accuracy and scope of DNA-markers and reduces
screening costs per unit of genetic information. In the words of the DuPont president for France, Francis Holliday: "Three years ago it would take a DuPont scientist two years and a half million dollars to identify one gene. Now I call up my scientists and say how many [genes] did you find on Monday, and they will say 600 at
a cost of US$ 100 per gene. The velocity of scientific research is astronomical and
I don't see it stopping." (Francis, 1998)
The prospect that national competitiveness in agro-food production will largely come to rely on genetic engineering, molecular breeding and related genomics
research, has instigated a redirection of government investment in agricultural
research. Major public projects have been initiated since the mid-1990s, in which
millions of DNA base pairs on the chromosomes of key crops are determined and
analysed. For example, the U.S. National Centre for Genome Resources (NCGR)
specializes in "data warehousing for gene sequences", supplying DNA sequence
data to both public institutes and private firms in the medical and agricultural sector. The NCGR is rooted in the Human Genome Project and works free of charge
(NCGR, 1998). In the USA, genome projects currently focus on more than 50 different crops (USDA, 1999). Europe and Japan have set up genome projects on 16
and 24 crops and organisms respectively (MAFF, 1999).
How close the genome projects are linked to agro-food industry interests in
OECD countries is illustrated in the example of the U.S. Maize Genome Project. In
1997, the Missouri Corn Growers Association and the U.S. National Corn Growers
Association (NCGA) started to lobby for a US$ 143 million National Cora
Genome Initiative. The NCGA claimed that a DNA sequence map of the entire
maize genome would contribute to the identification of major genes that would
boost harvests by an average annual increase of 3 per cent (equivalent to US$ 1 billion extra revenue per year) (NCGI, 1999). Sequencing the genome of maize would
consolidate the U.S. dominance in the world maize market. It also would increase
the diversification of maize-based products (already embracing 3500 items) and
decrease the dependence on chemical inputs due to higher resistance (NCGI, 1998).
The Corn Genome Initiative is to form the core of a US$ 200 million four-year
National Food Genome Project which, in turn, is the cornerstone of a US$ 780 million
five-year Initiative for Future Agriculture and Food Systems (Anonymous, 1997).
Because computer-aided analysis of genetic sequences has become essential for
the creation of new plant varieties, DNA data banks have emerged as important
reservoirs of genetic information. The current practice of putting the output of public
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genome projects on freely accessible Internet sites may therefore soon be endangered. Already, genome projects financed by Japan, China and various European
governments are being criticized by U.S. researchers for their limited release of
sequencing data. Similar accusations have been made against Monsanto and DuPont
(Sommerville, 1997). Because most public DNA data banks are explicitly created to
increase the competitive edge of a specific commercial crop (predominantly maize
and soyabean), the practice of shielding 'raw' DNA data from competing states or
conglomerates is likely to become more common. Protective measures may appear
in genome projects in which private and public interests strongly overlap, as in the
case of the U.S. National Corn Genome Initiative.
The broadening scope on collecting genetic information has also provided an
extra incentive for mergers and acquisitions of plant breeding firms with economically interesting 'working collections'. The recent series of acquisitions and
mergers by Monsanto were strongly related to the company's strategy to gain
access to the 'gene libraries' of the breeding firms. Regarding its acquisition of
Biopol, Monsanto explicitly stated that Biopol "provides the genes and associated
technologies to develop biodegradable plastic polymers by fermentation and in
plants." (Monsanto, 1998b).
High investment in DNA sequencing indicates that the seed based conservation strategy of the Second Agro-Food Order is rapidly changing. The budget of
Novartis' genomics project alone, around US$ 600 million, is twice the total annual budget of the CGIAR. Conservation in the form of DNA sequences in combination with computerized monitoring systems has, for the first time, allowed the crop
development industry to screen vast genepools for useful genetic information.

5.2.2 Bioprospecting for DNA data
Genetic engineers can tap from a much larger pool of genetic information than
'classical' breeders. Whereas classical breeders concentrate on genetic information
in landraces and varieties which are genetically familiar, a genetic engineer seeks
to exploit genetic information from any organism. New developments in genetic
engineering and genomic research have created practically infinite genepools. The
attitude of genetic engineers in exploiting these genepools is as straightforward as
it is ambitious. It is assumed that for any desired trait "there will be an organism
that is able to do the job". The aim is to find that organism, identify the genes
involved, and insert them into a suitable crop (Nap, 1999).
The broadening genepool has induced the life science divisions of the core corporations in the conglomerates to embark on 'bioprospecting' programmes in
which virtually every organism may be screened for unique DNA sequences.
Although any other form of 'biodiversity'1" may be useful as long its contains
genes that encode for a desired trait, genetic engineering has put in the spotlight a
category of plants that was always considered least attractive to breeders and
genebank curators: the wild or 'undomesticated' ancestors of crop plants {cf.
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Tanksley and McCouch, 1997:1063; Rejesus et al, 1996).
The interest in biodiversity as a future source of genetic information has been
spearheaded by large pharmaceutical companies, such as Merck & Co. and Glaxo
Welcome. Pharmaceutical corporations took the initiative in setting up bioprospecting programmes in the early 1990s, particularly in the tropical forests of
developing countries (Reid et al., 1993:8-9). The messages on the internet sites of
Monsanto and Novartis reveal that also enterprises with an agro-chemical background are increasingly interested in biodiversity as a source of genetic information for crop development (Monsanto, 1998b; Novartis, 1998). The Novartis
Agricultural Discovery Institute, currently the world's largest private genome project, has announced a close collaboration with Missouri Botanical Gardens (USA)
to secure its access to exotic species with potentially useful DNA (AgBiotech
Reporter, August 1998:1).
Industrial lobbying organizations, such as the 'World Business Council for
Sustainable Development' (WBCSD) have taken an interest in the industrial application of biodiversity. The WBCSD was set up to provide a business perspective on
sustainable development for the UNCED. With a membership of more than 120
(often transnational) companies from 36 countries, the council is the most important spokesman for business interests in the environmental debate (WBCSD,
1995). The WBCSD has prepared a joint publication with the World Conservation
Union (IUCN) under the title "Business and Biodiversity", in which it is indicated
that wild relatives of major crops and other forms of biodiversity may well become
the crucial link between environmental conservation programmes and future crop
development strategies (WBSCD and IUCN, 1997:12).
The collaboration between industry and international environmental organizations is effective as the latter have a strong impact on the implementation of the
CBD. Since 1992 they have participated in the Global Biodiversity Forum (GBF),
the secretary of which is based at the IUCN headquarters in Gland, Switzerland.
The GBF is a spin-off of the Global Biodiversity Strategy that was proposed by the
World Resources Institute (WRI, Washington D.C.), the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP, Nairobi), and the IUCN. The GBF describes
itself as a "mechanism to foster analysis and unencumbered dialogue and debate
among those interested in priority ecological, economic, institutional and social
issues" related to biodiversity. The GBF acts as an umbrella organization for all
actors interested in the conservation of biodiversity, including NGOs, governments
and private industry. Most funding is provided by WRI, IUCN, and in particular the
Global Environment Facility (GEF) (Ruff and Worthington, 1998:8).
The long-term interest of OECD countries in biodiversity is reflected in the
new and relatively large funds generated by the GEF. This facility was created just
before the UNCED in 1992 - the conference that also produced the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD). Although the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), UNEP and the World Bank jointly administer the GEF, the
World Bank reportedly has a decisive say in its funding policy. Since the UNCED,
the GEF has provided for large funds to allow CBD signatory countries to finance
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biodiversity conservation programmes. In the period 1991 -1994, the GEF reserved
US$ 560 million of its total budget of US$ 1.3 billion for the conservation of biodiversity (GRAIN, 1998).
GEF funds have also allowed the CGIAR, another organization under the
World Bank umbrella, to increase its investment in biodiversity. In the period 19911994 "environment" and "biodiversity" related projects totalled about US$ 200
million, about 20 percent of the CGIAR's total budget in that period (CGIAR,
1997:42). This expansion of biodiversity conservation enabled by the GEF contrasts with the stagnant budget allocated by CGIAR for the maintenance of its seed
collections in the same period, estimated at US$ 100 million (Strauss, 1995:2). The
new budget for biodiversity allowed IPGRI (previously IBPGR, the CGIAR institute responsible for conservation strategies) to increase drastically its attention for
biodiversity. In 1993, the CGIAR established the System-wide Genetic Resources
Programme (SGRP), covering crops and their wild relatives, forage, forestry, and
agroforestry species, livestock and aquatic genetic resources with the explicit aim to
"... enhance the efficiency, effectiveness and transparency of CGIAR's contribution
to the Convention on Biological Diversity ..." (IPGRI, 1998). IPGRI has started to
hire out its expertise to CBD signatory countries implementing new biodiversity
projects with GEF funds.
The biodiversity-oriented conservation strategy of IPGRI is notable for an
organization that has specialized in the past 25 years on collecting landraces for the
main food crops. Like many other seedbanks that are under budgetary pressure, the
broadening of IPGRFs conservation strategy should be related to its institutional
interest to secure its share in the GEF funds for biodiversity conservation projects.
The rapid development of "agro-biodiversity" projects since UNCED by IPGRI
and other CGIAR institutes indicate how the (funding) gap between biodiversity
and landrace conservation is being narrowed.
In short, biodiversity conservation is becoming 'big business'. This is not so
much because the public environmental concern in OECD countries has increased,
but because the industrial interest in DNA sequences of exotic species has turned
the tropical forests into new storehouses of genetic information. The substantial
GEF funds for biodiversity conservation indicate that governments of OECD countries are well aware of the economic value biodiversity represents. As a result, landrace seed conservation, the main activity of most seedbanks during the Second
Agro-Food Order, has been down-graded to just another branch of biodiversity
conservation.

5.2.3 Seedbanks as secondary sources of genetic information
The investments in DNA data banks and genomics research signal the growing
dominance of the genetic engineering paradigm over classical plant breeding in
crop development. What are the consequences of the new paradigm for the traditional bond between plant breeding and landraces? While they have traditionally
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been the primary conservation target of plant breeders, in the Third Agro-Food
Order landraces have become just one resource of genetic information among
many other biologically diverse organisms. It seems therefore inevitable that the
seedbanks as traditional storehouses of landraces are losing their key position in
the conservation policies of OECD countries.
The declining importance of landraces for crop development is reflected in the
shrinking governmental funding for public seedbanks. National seedbanks in many
OECD and developing countries face reductions of their budgets (Anonymous,
1992:13). In 1998, the USDA froze its contributions to the U.S. National Plant
Germplasm System (NPGS). The U.S. government has also gradually decreased its
contribution to the total US$ 300 million CGIAR budget from 28 per cent in 1986
to 12centin 1996(Pardey etal., 1996:16; Powledge, 1994:4). In spite of increased
contributions from European countries, the tighter financial situation has caused
CGIAR seedbanks, notably those of IRRI and CIMMYT to cut down their activities in seed conservation (Duvick and Shands, 1994:53).
Now that genetic information can be tapped from a much broader genepool
than before, DNA data banks will affect the position of seedbanks as primary
stocks of genetic information. Private investment in genomics research and DNA
sequence analysis and storage is many times higher than the public spending on
seed collection. Decreased state support has forced the NPGS to lobby for funding
within industrial circles (press release of the American Genetic Resource Alliance,
1998). So far the campaign has only resulted in the American Seed Trade
Association calling for a doubling of the American public budget for seedbanks
from US$ 20 to 40 million (ASTA, 1998).
The modest corporate interest in seedbanks is not surprising. From a commercial point of view, the collection and storage of genetic information in the form of
data on DNA sequences is much more attractive than in the form of seed. DNA
sequence technology in fact frees the crop development industry from a problem
that is as old as professional breeding, namely incomplete information on the
genetic content of the crossing material. The associated risk of 'genetic pollution"
of the parental line is quite large when landraces are used as crossing material. The
'art' of breeding is to single out the desired characteristics from the broader genetic background of a landrace. This laborious and time-consuming work was usually carried out by the public breeding sector. The resulting elite lines were used as a
basis for further breeding in the private sector. However, the more public plant
breeding is subjected to market conditions, the more landraces are avoided.
Currently, both public and private breeders tend to use those 'improved' plant lines
and varieties in which the most important characteristics have been concentrated
and from which most undesirable traits have been eliminated. Only when this
existing material cannot give a clue to a required varietal characteristic, will plant
breeders resort to landrace seed in the seedbanks.14
The new interest in DNA sequences also has implications for collection strategies. It appears that there is a decline not only in the crop development industry's
interest in seedbanks as resources of genetic information, but also in the public
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funding for seed conservation. The main reason is that the competitive strength of
the agricultural sectors of OECD countries does not lie in servicing the crop development industry with seedbank collections alone, but in the exploitation of genetic
information in a much broader genepool at the DNA level. Searches for landraces as
they took place throughout the First and Second Agro-Food Orders will therefore be
embedded in much broader collecting initiatives, such as bioprospecting programmes in which landraces constitute only a fraction of the species targeted.

5.2.4 A re-nationalization of conservation?
The growing interest of OECD countries in biodiversity runs parallel to the growing awareness in developing countries that the great variety of biological material
in their territory has a potential economic value. To take advantage of their national biological resources, developing countries started to question the de facto 'common heritage' status of seed, plants and plant material in the late 1980s. The status
allowed researchers from OECD countries to collect seed and plant material freely,
all over the world. During the UNCED in 1992, developing countries managed to
replace the common heritage principle by the principle of national sovereignty.
The CBD in which the principle of national sovereignty over biological diversity was affirmed, was signed and ratified by all 174 countries except for the USA.
The position of the USA is somewhat peculiar. Its reason for not signing is reportedly related to the position of the Republicans, who expect developing countries to
milk the CBD for cash. The crop development conglomerates and the U.S.
Biotechnology Industry Organization, however, are in favour of ratification. They
argue that not ratifying the CBD might affect their interests in the export of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) when the CBD is extended with a Biosafety
Protocol, early in 1999. The industry is concerned that other CBD member countries may use the non-party status of the USA to impose restrictions on the import
of U.S. produced GMOs (Anonymous, 1998).
Indeed, the CBD does strengthen the position of developing countries in their
role as exporters of biological material with potentially useful genetic information.
The CBD provides that the collection of biological material requires "prior
informed consent" from the "country of origin". The purpose of the collection mission and the further use of the material collected must also be explained. The CBD
stipulates that the supply of biological material shall be compensated. Since 1992,
almost all CBD signatory countries have been reconsidering their conservation
policies. Nevertheless, only a limited number of developing countries, including
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, the Philippines and Kenya, have established and implemented a new regulation for the export of biological material. Most countries do
not have the infrastructure to implement or even design such regulations.
At first glance, the implementation of the CBD seems to have brought an end
to the global conservation system that formed an important pillar of the crop development industry during the Second Agro-Food Order. The CDB eliminated the
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'commons' status of biological material, and defined all biological material within
a country's borders as national patrimony. In other words, the CBD implies a renationalization of plant conservation, allowing developing countries to demand
compensation for the export of biodiversity with economically valuable genetic
information. Nevertheless, it is still questionable who is to benefit most from the
CBD. There are a number of indications that the new international conservation
regulation developing in the Third Agro-Food Order is still primarily global in
scope, and particularly directed at the interests of the OECD-based crop development conglomerates.
Firstly, the CGIAR has succeeded in sustaining the 'old' global conservation
system, based on the principle of common heritage, for seeds of landraces collected before 1992. To this end, the CGIAR concluded an agreement with its previous
rival, the FAO Commission on Plant Genetic Resources in 1994. The agreement
brought all CGIAR ex situ collections under the auspices of the FAO Global
System on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture, which is governed
by the FAO International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources. This remarkable agreement indicates CGIAR's strong interest in keeping 'its' collections out of
the newly emerging CBD conservation system based on country specific 'material
transfer agreements' and payments. Maintaining its collections in the public
domain is a primary condition to sustain the free flow of landraces. Indeed, subjecting the access and use of landraces to the national sovereignty of the countries
of origin could open a Pandora's box for the CGIAR, and raise practical, bureaucratic, and financial obstacles (Pistorius, 1995b:20).
Secondly, the economic value of biodiversity is almost entirely conceptualized
by a new and influential school of 'economic botanists' in the UK and USA. The
main line of thinking of this school is to organize the conservation of biodiversity
on the basis of economic incentives. Key advocates are the World Resources
Institute (WRI), the IUCN, and economic faculties at the Stanford, Harvard and
Oxford Universities. They advise the OECD, GEF and FAO with publications such
as: The Appropriation of the Benefits of Plant Genetic Resources for Agriculture
(Swanson et al., 1994), 777e Economic Value of Biodiversity (Pearce and Moran,
1994) or Genes for Sale: Privatization as a Conservation Policy (Vogel, 1994). The
bioprospecting programmes spearheaded by the WRI in the early 1990s form the
most notable exponent of this school of thought. The result is a utilitarian perception of biodiversity that encourages developing countries to invest in the conservation of biodiversity, while the difference between the actual and potential value of
biodiversity for the biotechnology industry often remains unclear.
Thirdly, given the fact that the global market for 'raw' genetic information is
highly specific and therefore 'demand-driven', the developing countries, by signing the CBD. will depend on marketing conditions set by crop development conglomerates. If a new 'market' for biodiversity emerges, its potential economic
value can only be assessed and determined by these conglomerates.
Fourthly, although developing countries may improve their services as suppliers of diverse genetic information and may become well-equipped biodiversity
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treasurers, they remain providers of raw material. The industrial exploitation
remains in the hands of the foreign conglomerates, because they have the financial
and technological capacity to exploit genetic information. The bioprospecting programmes that have been initiated so far, (like that of the pharmaceutical corporation Merck and Co. (USA) together with the Institute Nacional de Biodiversidad
(INBio) in Costa Rica) show no long-term prospect of developing country organizations appropriating more value-added stages in the industrial exploitation of
their national biodiversity (Pistorius and Van Wijk, 1993).
Fifthly, it is unlikely that developing countries are going to earn much from
supplying raw biological material to foreign industrial conglomerates. So far, there
have hardly been any occasions in which bioprospecting agreements have generated real financial benefit or other profit for the country of origin. From the information that has been disclosed about biodiversity screening contracts, it appears that
the royalties do not exceed six per cent, and are usually set at about 2-3 per cent in
the rare case that the genetic information is eventually processed into a marketable
product (Pistorius and Van Wijk, 1993).
Finally, even though developing countries have national sovereignty over their
biological resources, their conservation relies heavily on funding from OECD
countries. Governments from these countries thus have the opportunity to set the
overall terms of conservation programmes, including the conditions under which
the collected material is made available to funding countries. Private funds, from
OECD-based pharmaceutical and agro-chemical corporations in search of
unknown chemical substances and genetic information, are also becoming prominent in the finance of conservation projects in developing countries. As mentioned
in section 5.2.2, the future corporate interests in biodiversity are already explicitly
recognized by the WBCSD.

5.2.5 A new global conservation regime
The use and storage of genetic information in the form of data on DNA sequences
seems to mark the beginning of a new era in conservation policies. Accelerating
investments in genetic engineering are likely to enlarge the gap between developing and OECD countries in the international division of labour in crop development. As the Third Agro-Food Order has just started to unfold, it remains a difficult
task to assess the long-term implications of the concentration and privatization of
crop development for global conservation strategies. Nevertheless, we would like
to make an attempt to elaborate further on the trends depicted in this section.
The importance of landraces and improved varieties as primary sources of
genetic information for the crop development industry is declining. Crop development conglomerates are spearheading a development in which the genepool is covering practically all diverse biological organisms. Landraces stored in seedbanks
constitute only one element in this 'ocean' of genetic information which are potentially useful. In an effort to adjust to the new breeding requirements, seedbanks
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may attempt to add value to their collections by subjecting them to 'in house' DNA
analysis. Others may embark on programmes to supply non-industrialized, organic, farming systems with landraces. The limited public funds available for such
programmes, and the lack of interest from the private sector suggests however that
many seedbanks face a difficult future.
Although seedbanks are no longer the key suppliers of genetic information in
OECD countries, they remain important for developing countries. As most crop
development in the Third World does not take place at the molecular level, the
interest in access to national and international CGIAR seedbanks is likely to
remain stable. The publicly accessible DNA data banks of OECD countries
(notably Japan, the UK, and the USA) are probably not useful for institutions and
companies that do not operate in the forefront of genetics. Only very few developing countries (such as Brazil and India) seem to have sufficiently advanced genetics programmes to use DNA data in crop development.
In spite of the technological and economic barriers that prevent developing
countries from exploiting genetic information in the form of DNA sequences, they
will remain the main suppliers of that information. Most diverse genetic information can still be found in the wild, particularly in the tropical forests of developing
countries, the 'epicentres' of biodiversity. OECD countries thus have a long-term
interest in facilitating developing countries in the protection of their biodiversity.
OECD-based international environmental organizations, supplied with GEF funds,
will further help governments of developing countries to carry out their new
responsibility as protectors of their national biological heritage. The CBD, in turn,
creates the international regulatory framework to govern the exchange and access
to genetic information on the basis of national sovereignty.
While the emerging biodiversity-oriented conservation regime fosters developing countries to act as custodians of the biodiversity within their territory, the
ultimate benefit for the national agricultural sector seems limited. Farmers and
breeders using classical crossbreeding techniques rely on landraces or existing
varieties, but have little direct interest in DNA sequences derived from a broad
range of other species. There is thus only a limited connection between national
crop development and new, often GEF funded, biodiversity conservation strategies
in developing countries (Wood and Pistorius, 1993:18).
The growing disparity between national crop development and global conservation raises questions about the future position of the CGIAR. At the moment, its strategy seems somewhat ambivalent. As the new IPGRI policy indicates, the CGIAR
may well become a new key player in categorizing and collecting wild relatives of
crop plants or other organisms. Whether the CGIAR intends to use this information
for advanced agricultural research in developing countries, remains unclear.
Simultaneously, some CGIAR institutes such as CIMMYT and IRRI have embarked
on programmes that supply small-scale local farming systems with more genetically
diverse seed. The CGIAR's future conservation strategy will probably depend on a
decision whether to support non-industrialized or industrialized farming systems.
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Summary
Seed of landraces was the primary target for conservation during the Second Agro
Food-Order because of the genetic 'familiarity' with the parental lines of the most
important food crops. However, since genetic engineering allows for the elimination of species barriers, genetic similarity is no longer a prerequisite for crop development. Only the crop development conglomerates and a limited number of public
institutions in OECD countries have mastered this crop development technique.
The new DNA oriented crop development industry has also induced searches
for specific sequences in very large genepools. Landraces have been down-graded
to 'just another' resource of genetic information, not more or less valuable for crop
development than any other organism. The decline of the importance of landraces
for crop development is affecting the position of seedbanks as suppliers of genetic
information in OECD countries. Their role is overshadowed by bioprospecting
programmes that aim at extracting genetic information from a far broader genepool
than the landrace collections in seedbanks represent.
The fact that most unique DNA sequences can be found in the biodiverse
forests of developing countries has renewed their role as supplier of genetic information. However, the direct utility of DNA sequences for crop development in
developing countries is minimal.

5.3 Patents protect plant-related inventions
The reorganization of crop development that took off in the 1970s was not only
related to changes in plant conservation policies. The increasing prominence of
industrial conglomerates in crop improvement was facilitated by - and required
considerable changes in - intellectual property right (IPR) protection. Crop development policies during the Second Agro-Food Order included legal plant protection against the unauthorized propagation of plant varieties. In order to protect the
interests of plant breeding firms, governments of various industrialized countries
established plant variety protection (PVP), and internationally harmonized their
legislation with the founding of UPOV in the 1960s. The UPOV system was still in
the process of implementation in the 1970s, when the restructuring of the crop
development sector set in, and a profound change in the industrial requirements for
such protection was already heralded.
Several developments stimulated the industrial interest in IPR protection in
crop development. In the first place, private investment in crop development
expanded considerably. As we pointed out in section 5.1.2, private investment in
agricultural R&D increased annually by more than five per cent in the 1980s, and
in the mid-1990s private and public investment in agricultural R&D was almost
equal. Therefore, there is more economic value to protect. Secondly, the number of
competitors in crop development increased. The involvement of chemical and
pharmaceutical corporations with plant breeding, and the foundation of NBFs,
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revealed that private plant breeding was no longer confined to rural, often smallscale family firms. Thirdly, the formation of crop development conglomerates, and
the many ensuing collaborative linkages, required precise demarcation of property. IPRs had to be assigned over mutual contributions and joint research results.
Finally, with the increasing global scope of the crop development conglomerates,
the issue of legal plant protection transcended the borders of OECD countries.
Conglomerates export seeds and propagating material and invest in the adaptation
of their varieties to the various ecological environments in Asia, Latin America and
Africa. In order to play their global role, they demand worldwide protection of
their technology and genetic information.
Legal protection of plants has thus become a prominent issue in crop development during the Third Agro-Food Order. However, the reorganization of crop
development did not just require more of the existing type of protection. Especially
the newcomers, such as the chemical and pharmaceutical corporations, and the
NBFs, who had become involved in plant breeding because of their capacity in
genetic engineering, showed a preference for (utility) patents15 for their innovations. This section examines the major changes in IPR protection of plant genetic
material during the Third Agro-Food Order. Subsequently we discuss: (a) the revitalization of the debate on plant patenting in the 1980s, (b) the differences in IPR
strategies within the crop development industry, and (c) the export of the new prevailing IPR protection regulation to developing countries. We end this chapter with
a discussion on the question of how the new IPR protection rules support the international division of labour in crop development in the Third Agro-Food Order, and
what effect the new IPR regulation has on plant breeders and farmers in developing countries.

5.3.1 Revival of the plant patent debate
Until the 1980s, private breeding firms were primarily concerned with the 'dualuse value' of their plant varieties. Varieties were to be used to grow a crop, not as
propagating material. Unauthorized propagation of the variety could significantly
limit returns on investment. In order to curb the dual use of plant varieties two
strategies were followed: the release of hybrid varieties and the adoption of PVP
legislation. For some private breeders the protection offered was too limited. As we
discussed in the previous chapter, the international plant breeders association,
ASSINSEL, had actually opted for patent coverage of plant varieties in the 1950s.
Since neither the industry nor the European governments allowed the breeders to
resort to the patent system, the association had to accept PVP under UPOV as a second best solution. PVP was limited as it did not cover the use of the plant variety's
genetic information for further breeding. This had the advantage that all breeders
could freely rely on the pool of varieties available - including those of competitors.
New varieties were created by crossing or selecting the best performing ones. Also,
the American Plant Patent Act of 1930 hardly prevented the use of existing vari-
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eties for further breeding. The scope of protection provided by the PPA was so narrow that every close substitute which was not an exact copy of a protected variety
(such as an individual naturally occurring mutant) was legal and eligible for protection itself (Stallman and Schmid, 1987:433).
The issue of the open access to the common pool of commercial varieties
became prominent when private investment in crop development rose and the
industrial conglomerates emerged. PVP did not protect genetic information incorporated into a plant variety from being used by competing breeders, while genetic
information could only be protected when incorporated in specific plant varieties.
Protection of genetic information per se was not possible. For this reason, those
companies whose prime concern was the research and modification of plant genetic information rather than the breeding of whole plant varieties, favoured patent
protection for their innovations.
The revival in the 1980s of the debate on plant patenting, which had been laid
to rest in the 1960s, can be considered as a new phase in the long-term tendency to
restrict the triple-use value of plant varieties. In the 1950s, ASSINSEL had
achieved a limitation of only the unauthorized commercial propagation of varieties. In the Third Agro-Food Order, however, when large industrial capital has
become the central organizer of crop development, the pressure to adjust the subject and scope of IPR protection of plant-related innovations has increased. In addition to propagation, it is the use of a variety's genetic information to create a new
variety for which protection is being sought. From an industrial perspective, plant
varieties are to be used for growing a crop. All other unauthorized uses of varieties
lower returns on investment and must therefore be eliminated.
Whilst it is a continuation of an old controversy, the debate on patenting plants
in the 1980 and 1990s is taking place under new conditions. The actors involved in
the plant patent controversy are either new. or they have taken a new position. The
major proponent of patent coverage for plants is the chemical and pharmaceutical
industry - which had resisted plant patenting during the Second Agro-Food Order and the specialized biotechnology firms. They have an obvious interest in IPR protection of genetic information. Moreover, patent protection is not frustrated by the
lack of identification techniques, as it was in the 1950s. The industry is supported
by governments in OECD countries. Since the 1980s, the patent offices in most
OECD countries have granted patents on plants or plant genetic information.
Somewhat remarkable is the change in position of ASSINSEL, which once promoted plant patenting, but which now (as we explain below) opposes patent coverage for plant varieties. Also new in the plant patent debate of the Third Agro-Food
Order is the involvement of many new organizations that oppose the grant of
patents on plant material and other biological organisms on the grounds of ethical
values, farmers' interests, or environmental considerations.
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5.3.2 Patent strategy of genetic engineering companies
With the emergence of the crop development conglomerates a split in the IPR strategy of the industry became visible. On the one hand, the genetic engineering companies in the conglomerates are determined to obtain and enforce patent protection
for plant genetic information with the aim to eliminate unauthorized use of this
information for breeding and propagation. On the other hand, the plant breeding
firms (particularly European ones) foster PVP that reduces unauthorized propagation of plant varieties but leaves their use for breeding, in principle, free. In this section we discuss the strategy of the genetic engineers. The strategy of the plant
breeders is at issue in the next section.
In order to have plant-related inventions patented, the genetic engineering corporations had to remove a number of legal barriers that were raised in the past to prevent the granting of patents on living organisms (USA) or plant varieties (Europe).
In the USA, the landmark event in this respect was the 1980 decision of the
American Supreme Court to change the traditional interpretation of the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office (USPTO) that living products were "products of nature" and
therefore not subject matter under the American patent laws. In its Diamond v.
Chakrabarty decision on a patent for genetically engineered bacteria capable of
cleaning oil spills, the Court held that an invention is not precluded from patent
protection because it consists of living matter. It was maintained that the criterion
for patentability in this field is whether the invention is the result of human intervention. This Supreme Court decision provided a judicial framework for subsequent USPTO decisions to issue patents for plants and animals (Bent et al.,
1987:535). The first U.S. (utility) patent for a plant was awarded in 1985 through a
decision of the USPTO Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences concerning the
Hibberd patent. The patent involved genetically engineered maize plants containing an increased level of tryptophan, an amino acid.
The new patent opportunities in the USA have considerably expanded the
scope of protection for genetic engineers. Rather than visible differences between
plant varieties, it is the supposedly inventive technological method for creating the
plant, or a specific fragment of its genetic make-up that constitute the basis for protection. A patent on a plant often protects (a) the inventive technique for producing
the novel plant 'genotypes', (b) the DNA sequence which is responsible for that,
(c) whole plants which express the genetic characteristic, and (d) all plant tissue
and progeny of these plants. With this broad scope of protection, the triple-use
value of plants can effectively be controlled. The unauthorized use of a plant variety which carries a particular patented DNA sequence or which is the result of a
patented technique is considered to be an infringement. Breeders cannot use the
plant variety for breeding purposes, while farmers are not permitted to save seed
from the actual plant to resow their land, let alone to exchange it.
It is essential that the effect of the patent is not limited to one specific variety.
The patent offers the holder the right to prevent the use of all plant varieties that
carry the particular patented DNA sequence or are the result of the patented tech-
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nique. Several of the U.S. patents on plants provide protection covering all transgenic plants of an entire species16, or even protect all plants in whatever species that
are produced through the protected technology. For example, the USPTO has
issued patents which cover all transgenic plants with increased lysine content; all
transgenic plants that express higher levels of chitinase (a natural enzyme in plants
that wards off fungal diseases); all sunflower plants and seeds exceeding 80 per
cent oleic fatty acid content and identified secondary trait, no matter how achieved;
all edible fruit, seed and vegetables of transgenic plants that express super sweet
thaumatin or monellin genes derived from African plants; all transgenic crops that
are developed to express the Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) toxin (a natural insect
resistance); all sunflower products with low levels of saturated fatty acids; all transgenic plants that contain Bt genes using the Agrobacterium transformation
method; and all transgenic plants from the cucubitaceae and solonaceae families
containing cucumber mosaic virus coat protein gene (WL strain) (RAFI, 1995a:9).
Prominent was the patent granted in 1992 to the biotech firm Agracetus on all
forms of genetically engineered cotton. Because of its controversial character, this
'broad patent' on cotton was revoked late in 1994, although it remains valid until
all the company's appeals are exhausted (Hamilton, 1996:90).
The lowering of the legal barrier to patenting plants in Europe would take a little
longer. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the European industry and governments in Europe used to oppose patent coverage for plant varieties. The 1973
European Patent Convention (EPC) therefore explicitly excluded 'plant varieties'
and 'essentially biological processes for the production of plants' from patent protection. Now that the wind blew from another direction, and the biotechnology
industry and governments considered patent coverage for plant-related inventions
to be necessary, the exclusionary provisions in the EPC constituted a problem. Two
strategies were followed to make genetic information, and the plant varieties in
which this information is incorporated, patentable in Europe. The first strategy
involved the elicitation of jurisprudence from the European Patent Office (EPO);
the second aimed at a legislative change in the national laws of the member states
of the European Community.
In an attempt to circumvent the exclusionary provisions of the EPC, the attorneys defending the interests of the genetic engineering corporations aimed to narrow down the meaning of the terms 'plant variety' and 'essentially biological
process'. In this way, the pool of non-patentable plant-related inventions could be
reduced. The industry had its first success in 1983, when the Technical Board of
Appeal (TBA) of the EPO in its decision T49/83 held patentable a chemically treated plant, produced by Ciba-Geigy. The TBA made a distinction between the term
'plant varieties' and the broader concept of 'plants'. A plant variety would refer to
a group of plants that are distinct from other groups of plants, that are sufficiently
uniform, and whose main characteristics remain stable after repeated propagation.
Plant varieties formed the subject matter of the PVP system and were thus excluded under the EPC. Other categories of plants, however, were not. In decision
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T320/87, five years later, the TBA went a step further. At issue was a patent involving a method of producing hybrid plants, applied for by the American firm
Agrigenetics, owned by Lubrizol Genetics. The TBA decided that not only the
method, but also the hybrid plants it produced were patentable. Hybrids lack stability and were therefore not considered to be a plant variety. Furthermore, the
Board argued that the Lubrizol method was not 'essentially biological', because
the sequence of test-crossing, selection and cloning neither occurred in nature nor
corresponded to the classical breeders' processes. The patentability of plants in
Europe was subsequently further facilitated by Decision T19/90 of the TBA in
1991 involving the so-called 'onco-mouse', created by the Harvard University. The
TBA refused to accept an earlier EPO decision in which the patentability of the
mouse was rejected on the grounds that animal varieties were not patentable under
the EPC. The TBA concluded that the EPC only excluded certain categories of animals from patent protection, not animals as such. Ever since, a similar reasoning
was followed as regards plant varieties, which opened the door to the patenting of
transgenic plant varieties in Europe, at least for several years.
To the complete surprise of many, the EPO in 1995 changed its course as
regards granting patents on plants. In its decision T0356/93 the TBA unexpectedly
rejected the patentability of transgene plants in the case of the Belgium firm Plant
Genetic Systems (PGS). The patent involved an invention to make plant cells resistant to glutamine synthetase inhibitors. On the grounds that all examples provided
by PGS for applying its invention referred to plant varieties, the TBA concluded
that PGS claimed protection for plant varieties, which are excluded under the EPC.
Ever since, the patenting of transgenic plants and seeds with the EPO has no longer
been possible. Early 1999 the EPO had not yet reconsidered its position.
The PGS decision of the EPO posed a problem to the genetic engineers and
European legislators, especially in view of the second strategy that had been followed to lower the legal barrier for the patenting of plant-related and other biotechnological inventions in Europe. In order to support the biotechnology industry, the
Commission of the European Community (EC) had submitted the so-called
'biotechnology directive' in 1988. The EC has no direct relationship with the EPC,
but all EC members adhere to the EPC. By obliging EC members adjust their
national legislation to bring it in line with the directive, the Commission could
induce a legislative change in patent law in Europe without revising the EPC itself.
The Commission's proposal met with fierce political opposition from the
European Parliament and many European civil pressure groups, and was adopted
only in 1998. ten years after the release of the first draft. In respect of the protection
of plant-related inventions, the 'biotechnology directive' basically follows the
jurisprudence developed at the EPO until 1995. Plant varieties, subject matter of
PVP, are excluded from patent protection, but plants can be covered by a patent "if
the technical feasibility of the inventions is not confined to a particular plant... variety." (Commission of the EC, 1998).
The biotechnology directive has two major implications on the opportunities
for plant patenting in Europe. The first is that it might encourage the EPO to grant
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patents on transgenic plants again. This may be achieved by means of new jurisprudence or by 'implementing regulations', i.e. a new interpretation of the exclusionary provisions of the EPC in order to bring them in line with the provisions of the
EC directive, without changing the provisions as such. The second implication of
the biotechnology directive involves the scope of protection. In order to ease farm
opposition to the directive, small farmers in Europe retain the right to propagate
patented plant varieties for resowing their land. Thus, patents covering plants and
seeds will not provide complete protection against on-farm propagation.
In sum, both in the USA and Europe, the opportunities to patent plant-related
inventions have been greatly increased since the 1980s. Inventive techniques to
produce novel genotypes and DNA sequences can be patented. In the USA, patent
claims covering whole plants and plant varieties are accepted as well, while in
Europe presently not.

5.3.3 PVP strategy of European plant breeding firms
The new opportunities to obtain patent coverage for plant varieties have provoked
considerable opposition within the crop development sector itself, although mainly in Europe. International lobbying organizations for the plant breeding industry.
such as ASSINSEL and the association of European plant breeders, COMASSO.
have opposed patents with a scope of protection that exceeds fragments of genetic
information on the grounds that such a broad coverage would eliminate the breeders' exemption (Van Wijk, 1998). The plant breeders maintain that those parts of
the varietal genome which are not part of the patented characteristic must be freely
available if the breeder succeeds in crossing out the protected fragment from the
plant. Whereas ASSINSEL advocated patent coverage for plant varieties in the
1950s, in the 1990s the organization defends the breeders' exemption, which is
considered to be indispensable for plant breeding. Breeding is always based on
varieties that already exist, and therefore requires a broad range of variability and
the free use of material (Lange, 1997:29-30). The plant breeding organizations
therefore followed an alternative strategy to restrict the triple-use value of plant
varieties, which would be more compatible with the requirements of plant breeding. To achieve this, they initiated a revision of the UPOV Convention, which
resulted in the adoption of a new UPOV act in 1991. The new act entered into force
in 1998.17
One of the two amendments to PVP in the 1991 UPOV act that are relevant to
the present discussion involves a new definition of the term 'plant variety'. With the
intention to regain lost ground to the genetic engineering companies, the breeding
associations challenged the narrow definition of the term 'plant variety' which was
put forward by the European patent courts in the 1980s. In the new UPOV act a
plant variety is therefore defined much more broadly than before'* and refers to a
plant grouping that can be defined "by the expression of the characteristics resulting from a given genotype", or as a plant grouping that can be considered as "a unit
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that can be propagated unchanged" (UPOV, 1991). With the subject matter of the
PVP system broadened, it may be more difficult to claim patent coverage for whole
plants that incorporate patented genetic information.
The second significant change in PVP concerns the freedom to use a protected
variety to create a new one. Rather than eliminating the breeders' exemption, the
new UPOV act restricts it by means of the introduction of the "dependency principle" for "essentially derived varieties". Dependency refers to the situation in which
a new variety 'B' can only be commercialized with authorization of the title holder of the original variety 'A' from which variety 'B' is derived. However, under the
1991 UPOV act, dependency only applies if the derived variety is almost identical
to the original variety. Variety 'B' is then considered as essentially derived from
'A'. Thus, the breeders' exemption remains the core of PVP, albeit that authorization of the original breeder is required when a new variety is essentially derived
from an existing, protected variety. However, the question of how to determine
whether or not a variety is essentially derived is yet to be resolved.
It is not entirely clear how the different IPR strategies of the genetic engineers and
the plant breeders should be assessed. It seems that the emergence of crop development conglomerates has induced a split in the industry. The plant breeding firms
have evolved from the farm sector and often have a long, national tradition. Now
that many of them have been integrated into the crop development conglomerates,
they are serving the strategies of the core industrial corporations, which seem to
have adopted genetic engineering as the basic tool for crop development. The insistence on the protection of plant varieties under PVP by the breeders' associations
may be an expression of some type of defence desired by breeding firms incorporated in the conglomerates. It may also be the strategy of breeding firms that still
operate independently and that are trying to secure free access to protected plant
varieties for breeding purposes in the future. If the latter is true, and if the tendency for breeding firms to be overtaken by large industrial corporations continues, the
UPOV-PVP system may lose its significance during the Third Agro-Food Order, at
least in OECD countries.

5.3.4 Legal plant protection 'exported' to developing countries
While IPR protection for plant material has been a political issue in industrialized
countries since the beginning of the 20th century, it is new for developing countries.
Throughout the Second Agro-Food Order, in none of the developing countries plant
varieties were protectable under IPR legislation. This was in part due to the fact that
IPR protection was generally controversial in the Third World. There was a particular mistrust of the patent system, on the grounds that it predominantly favoured
transnational enterprises, which used the patent monopoly to restrict the diffusion of
their technology. This was the reason for developing countries to call for a revision of
the patent system in the 1960s and 1970s (United Nations, 1975 ).
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Until the 1990s, the absence of legal protection for plant varieties in developing countries was not considered to be a real impediment to trade by transnational
breeding firms (Wierema, 1989). The industry exported hybrid seeds or relied on
contracts and gentlemen's agreements when it licensed out the multiplication of
plant varieties. In anticipation of possible losses due to the lack of legal protection,
transnational breeding firms often demanded higher royalty rates than in OECD
countries. They usually also avoided sending high quality propagating material and
their latest plant varieties to developing countries (Jaffé and Van Wijk, 1995:63).
In the Third Agro-Food Order, however, developing countries are changing
their position on legal plant protection drastically. Apart from domestic demands
for plant-related IPR protection - which we discuss later - the changes in IPR protection have particularly been induced by foreign pressure on developing countries. The crop development conglomerates, core actors in the design of the world's
new commercial plant varieties, not only provide the capital, technology and genetic information, but also bring along their regulatory demands. Basically, they have
used two strategies to 'export' legal instruments for plant protection.
The first strategy has been increasingly to make plant variety or patent protection a condition for access to their high quality propagative material of advanced
plant varieties. Producers in developing countries that are involved in export crops,
such as maize, soyabean, fruit or ornamental plants, therefore have an interest in
accepting these legal requirements. Except for some of the largest developing
countries, the plant varieties that are required for export are seldom bred domestically. They are normally obtained from the foreign crop development industry and
subsequently adapted and propagated locally. The cultivators of these export crops
have therefore been the main domestic advocates of legal plant protection in a
number of Latin American countries (Jaffé and Van Wijk, 1995:30-32).
The second strategy to have legal plant protection introduced in developing countries has been the political lobby of the crop development conglomerates during international trade negotiations. In the 1980s, it was realized that economic growth greatly
relied on the innovative potential of knowledge-intensive industries, based on computer technology, new materials and biotechnology (cf. Dosi et al, 1988; Roobeek,
1990). The protection of this knowledge as intellectual pro-perty was considered a
strategic element in the defence both of the domestic industry and of the competitiveness of the national economy. In this way, PVP and patent protection for genetic
information were not treated as isolated issues, but as part of an overall strategy
towards a stronger, worldwide IPR protection in all areas of technology.
In the early 1980s, a powerful coalition of U.S. private industry associations in
advanced technological sectors managed to make the international protection of
intellectual property a priority issue in the USA. The coalition, representing the
pharmaceutical, chemical, computer and information processing, aerospace, and
entertainment sectors, lobbied successfully for a 'trade-based' intellectual property approach. It laid the blame for the growing U.S. trade deficit on foreign (developing) countries' unfair practices and offered an alternative to mounting protectionist pressure at home. The private exporting industries that were represented in
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intellectual property lobbies came from industrial sectors that enjoyed positive
trade balances. They could present their industries as a solution to America's trade
problems (Sell, 1995:165,178). Intellectual property began to be considered
"America's overlooked export" (McCarthy, 1995), and "'our once and future
strength" (Oman, 1994).
In response to the private intellectual property lobby campaign the White
House, in the early 1980s, announced a new policy on intellectual property19, while
U.S. Congress passed into law a series of amendments to the U.S. Trade Act. In
doing so, Congress made adequate IPR protection a condition for foreign countries
to have trading and investment relations with the USA. The amendments, especially those concerning Section 301, enabled the U.S. government to take retaliatory
measures against trading partners that did not comply with American intellectual
property demands (Van Wijk and Junne, 1993).
Apart from prompting the U.S. government to force other countries to protect
American intellectual property better, private industry paved the way for the negotiation of a multilateral intellectual property agreement in the Uruguay Round of
GATT (Pratt, 1995). GATT made package deals possible in which trade benefits in
other areas were linked to IPR protection performance. Moreover, the dispute settlement mechanism of the GATT could be used to facilitate action that could be relatively quickly enforced against countries violating intellectual property regulations.
Thirteen major U.S. corporations formed the Intellectual Property Committee
(IPC)20, dedicated to a comprehensive IPR agreement in GATT The IPC allied itself
to the business communities in Europe and Japan and convinced them that an international agreement was possible. As a 'Trilateral Group', they outlined the fundamental principles for protecting all forms of intellectual property (IPC et al., 1988).
In 1994, most of the 125 participating governments signed the agreement on
Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), which was part of the new
GATT The industry hailed the TRIPS agreement as a great success.21 In crop
development, the trilateral industry group largely obtained what it wanted. The
agreement obliges member states, inter alia, to adjust their patent laws and to grant
patent protection for any invention in all fields of technology. Inventions related to
biological materials, such as genes and DNA sequences, are not explicitly excluded from patent coverage and are therefore considered to be patentable. Plants and
plant varieties may be excluded from protection. Plant varieties, however, are at
least protected by an effective sui generis system, which implicitly refers to the
UPOV-PVP system. The fact that legal protection of plant material was controversial during the negotiations is illustrated by an additional provision which says that
the opportunity to exclude plants and plant varieties from patent protection is to be
reviewed four years after the agreement has entered into force.
In sum, the quest for broader and more effective IPR protection for plant genetic material and plant varieties worldwide has resulted in most countries accepting
patent protection for genetic information. Some of them, such as Colombia, also
allow patent protection for plant varieties as such, and essentially biological
processes for the production of plants. As of 1998, eight developing countries22
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have adopted PVP legislation and acceded to UPOV. UPOV's total membership
increased from 21 countries in 1992, to 37 in March 1998 (UPOV, 1998:33).

5.3.5 IPR in support of a new international division of labour
in crop development
What we have seen above is how the changing international division of labour in
crop development initiated a worldwide adjustment of IPR protection for plantrelated innovations. The question pending is how the new IPR rules will support
the position of the crop development conglomerates during the Third Agro-Food
Order. Will the new worldwide minimum standard for plant-related IPR protection
indeed sustain the oligopolistic tendencies in crop development? Will it also offer
opportunities for the domestic crop development industry in developing countries?
Will IPR protection deprive farmers from opportunities to produce their own seed,
or will they benefit from the advanced technology incorporated into the new plant
varieties offered by the conglomerates?
It is too early to provide conclusive answers to these important questions. Patent
protection for genetic information is a new phenomenon and primarily confined to
the OECD countries. Moreover, knowledge of the socio-economic effects of IPR
protection on developing countries is almost non-existent (Siebeck, 1990). Despite
these hindrances, we will provide some indicative answers. The effects of patents
cannot yet be measured, but may be estimated on the basis of experience with PVP,
which has been functional for around 20 years. Here we have to cope with another
limitation, however: the literature on the effects of PVP is extremely scarce. Only a
very few publications exist. We derive our information on the impact of PVP in
developing countries basically from a study conducted in the mid-1990s in five
Latin American countries (Jaffé and Van Wijk, 1995; Van Wijk and Jaffé, 1996).
(a) Exploiting genetic information for breeding
It is obvious that the crop development industry in OECD countries is benefiting
from the new worldwide IPR regulation, which the industry itself demanded. The
more countries adopt PVP legislation, the larger is the geographical area within
which new plant varieties are protected from unauthorized multiplication. For the
genetic engineering corporations, which aim at patent coverage for plant varieties,
PVP also is beneficial as it clears the ground for more public acceptance in developing countries of patenting plants in the future.
The data on PVP applications and grants in some Latin American countries
show that the transnational breeding firms have immediately used the new PVP
opportunities. In Argentina and Chile, until 1994, around one-third of PVP titles
were granted to foreigners, chiefly on alfalfa and soyabean varieties and on inbred
lines that are the parents of maize hybrid varieties (Argentina), as well as on fruit
and potato varieties (Chile) (Jaffé and Van Wijk, 1995:39). The first wave of PVP
applications in Colombia in 1997 almost exclusively involved foreign organizations,
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which applied for protection mainly of cut flower varieties (UPOV, 1998:9). PVP
obliges producers in Argentina, Chile and Colombia to request authorization for the
commercial propagation of protected varieties, to pay a royalty, and to agree to the
(export) restrictions usually imposed in the licensing contract by the foreign breeder.
Apart from supporting plant breeding firms in OECD countries, PVP legislation may also have a positive influence on domestic plant breeders in non-OECD
countries. In Argentina, PVP has presumably played a supportive role for domestic private investment in wheat and soyabean breeding, or has at least prevented a
reduction of such investment (Jaffé and Van Wijk, 1995). This effect is similar to
that which has been found in the USA (Butler and Marion, 1985; Butler, 1996).
PVP also seems to support public breeding institutes in a number of Latin
American countries. Budgetary pressures are forcing these institutes to take advantage of PVP as a means of developing an alternative source of revenue.
The protection of genetic information and plant varieties by patents is, as yet,
confined to OECD countries. We can expect, however, that patents generally sustain the position of the OECD-based crop development conglomerates vis-à-vis
independent plant breeding firms in both OECD and non-OECD countries. A
patent covering a plant will usually be obtained by those organizations that have
mastered genetic engineering techniques, and that can afford the patent defence.
The latter especially cannot be underestimated. It is common knowledge within
patent law circles that the strength of a patent depends largely on the financial
strength of the patent holder.
Patents on genetic information and plant varieties are likely to be held by the
life science corporations that guide the crop development conglomerates, rather
than by small, independent plant breeding firms. In none of the countries where the
patent has been granted breeders are allowed to use the protected genetic information or plant variety. Since a breeders' exemption is absent in patent law,23 the use
of patented genetic information or varieties must be authorized by the patent holder through a licence contract. Such a contract usually requires a royalty payment,
and stipulates to what end the genetic information can be used, in what quantity,
and in what countries the new plant variety may or may not be marketed.
Since corporations integrated in crop development conglomerates tend to protect technology and genetic information as much as possible, the breeder of a new
variety, who must build on existing techniques and varieties, finds himself confronted with a complex 'IPR pedigree'. Seghal (1996) describes such a possible
pedigree in relation to the development of a new transgenic, insect-tolerant plant
variety, which "may involve plant variety rights, patents on plants, as well as several patents relating to transformation technology, the selectable marker employed,
the gene coding for the insecticidal protein, the promoter, and various regulatory
elements and modifications needed to express genes adequately in plant cells.".
When the use of only one element of this required technology package is denied by
an IPR holder, the commercialization of the entire variety may be blocked.
The prime option for crop development corporations to cope with this interdependence on protected technology is to swap their intellectual property rights. The
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disadvantage of swapping is, however, that it reinforces the oligopolistic tendencies in the crop development sector. IPR swaps raise barriers for entry into crop
development, as only firms that possess an IPR portfolio may have access to proprietary breeding technology in the future. The small independent breeding firm,
most common in non-OECD countries, is likely to encounter difficulties in obtaining licences for using protected innovations. Some local seed firms will obtain a
licence, because they can provide the locally adapted plant varieties that will serve
as carrier for foreign genetic innovations. According to Dekalb CEO Bickner, local
private seed companies will become "regional product testers and merchandisers",
giving the local service to farmers (Freiberg, 1997a:6). Patent law, however, allows
such a licence to be exclusive, preventing other breeders in the country to use the
same plant and genetic innovation. They may request their national government to
force the patent holder to license his technology on a non-exclusive basis, by means
of a so-called 'compulsory licence'. This instrument, however, is only applicable in
extreme cases of public interest and in practice seldom used (Van Wijk and Junne,
1993:33-35).
In sum, while taking into account all disclaimers regarding the meagre evidence that exists, the worldwide strengthening of legal protection of plant-related
innovations seems basically to support the OECD-based crop development conglomerates. Although PVP may have a positive effect on domestic private plant
breeding firms and semi-public institutes in non-OECD countries, it is difficult to
see how crop development in these countries is facilitated by the granting of
patents on genetic information and plant varieties.
(b) Exploiting genetic information for propagation
An assessment of the impact of legal plant protection on the international division
in crop development cannot be confined to the crop development sector alone, but
must also cover the consumers of seed: the farmers. A customary practice in agriculture is that farmers produce their own seed, swap saved seed with other farmers,
or swap saved seed for grain. This practice tends to decline with the industrialization
of agricultural production. Large and capital-intensive farms in OECD countries use
little on-farm saved seed, but the vast majority of seed used in developing countries
is on-farm saved, and/or supplied through informal distribution channels (Tripp,
1997:18). The replacement of this informal seed exchange by a formal market of
commercial varieties is an attractive prospect for the crop development industry, as
it increases seed sales. The industrial marketing initiatives fit the prevailing political
strategies in developing countries to industrialize agriculture further.
Legal protection of genetic information and plant varieties substantially promotes the replacement of traditional varieties by advanced ones. The implementation of PVP in Argentina significantly reduced informal seed exchange of protected varieties of wheat and soyabean between 1990 and 1994, and recent experiences
in Chile indicate similar results (Van Wijk, 1997). In Argentina, the costs of PVP
enforcement have initially been paid by those seed dealers that were accustomed to
selling and swapping seed for grain without authorization and without paying roy-
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alties and taxes (Jaffé and Van Wijk, 1995). In due course, however, the higher
costs of the seed dealer will probably be passed on to the farmers. Seed prices may
rise considerably, as seed is increasingly priced for the specific genetic information
it contains. In the USA, 'technology premiums' of US$ 75 per hectare of cotton and
US$ 25 per hectare of maize of Bt-based insect protection have been reported
(Seghal, 1996).
The restrictions on seed saving are tighter under patent law. While on-farm
saving of seed for private resowing purposes is usually allowed under PVP, it is not
under patent law. Only in Europe are "small farmers" placed in an exceptional
position. According to the EC biotechnology directive of 1998, they are allowed to
save seed of plant varieties protected by a patent. To European farmers who are not
considered to be "small" as well as to other farmers in the rest of the world, patent
coverage for plants has more detrimental effects in terms of seed saving than PVP
It is likely, however, that in the future, new technologies specifically developed
to restrict unauthorized propagation will affect farmers more than patents. Many
farmers already grow hybrid varieties, which have built-in protection against propagation, while recently new mechanisms to prevent unauthorized propagation have
been developed. Widely publicized has been the 'technology protection system'
(TPS), jointly developed by the USDA and Delta & Pine Land, the world's largest
cotton company and part of the Monsanto conglomerate. TPS, by critics referred to
as the "terminator technology", modifies the DNA of plant varieties with the aim to
make on-farm saved seed sterile in order to prevent it from germinating. TPS is
being tested in cotton and tobacco, and is claimed to have broad applications in
other self-pollinating crops in which commercially viable hybrid varieties are not
yet developed, such as wheat, soyabean, rice, and oats. According to USDA
spokesman W. Phelps, the technology has been expressly created to "increase the
value of proprietary seed owned by U.S. seed companies and to open up new markets in Second and Third World countries" (RAFI, 1998b:2). In Europe, the British
company Zeneca BioSciences is also working on a technology that discourages
unauthorized on-farm propagation of plant varieties. The technology activates a
"killer" gene, or prevents the expression of genes crucial to normal plant development, weighs in whenever a chemical "trigger" is applied to seed at a desired point
in plant maturation". The bought seed will either not rejuvenate or will not function
in subsequent generations (RAFI, 1998c).
Considering that in most developing countries a large part of the rural population depend on-farm saved seed, it is hardly surprising that it is especially in these
countries that the worldwide tendency to restrict the dual use of plants is opposed.
It is equally unacceptable to plant breeders in developing countries that foreign
transnational enterprises are enabled to prohibit others the use of their plant varieties for creating new ones. It is this concern that intensifies the international conflict on legal plant protection, a conflict that is dealt with extensively in the next
chapter.
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Conclusions
The advent of the Third Agro-Food Order has revealed a tendency for the state as
the pivot of crop development to be replaced by private industry. Since the 1980s,
the growth of public investment in agricultural R&D has declined, private industry
has obtained a greater say in the allocation of public agricultural R&D funds, while
private investment in agricultural research has risen rapidly. This development has
been accompanied by a thorough restructuring of the organization of the plant
breeding sector, which has given rise to the formation of industrial crop development conglomerates, based in OECD countries. Given the accumulation of unrivalled financial and technological capacity within these industrial conglomerates,
they seem to become the central actors and dynamic force of crop development in
the Third Agro-Food Order. The crop development conglomerates have induced
two major changes in conservation strategy and IPR regulation worldwide:
(a) A broadening of the conservation target from landrace seed to biodiversity
The vast investment by the industrial conglomerates in crop development has been
greatly facilitated by the technical capacity to replace the plant variety by DNA
base pairs as the main object of research. This replacement of plants by genetic
information has considerable consequences for conservation strategies. Whilst previously seed of landraces was collected and conserved on the basis of their phenotypical characteristics; in the Third Agro-Food Order the collection is increasingly
guided by genetic criteria. Genetic information of any organism - be it a microorganism, a plant, an insect, or an animal - may be the target of collection and conservation, as long as the information codes for a commercially valuable trait to be
incorporated in a plant variety. The broadening of the genepool for the industrial
conglomerates opened the door for joint biodiversity conservation initiatives by the
industrial and non-governmental environmental protection organizations.
(b) The quest for elimination of the unauthorized exploitation of genetic information for breeding and propagation
The opportunities of genetic engineering have rendered inadequate the existing
systems for the protection of intellectual property of breeders. Both PVP and
hybridization aim to reduce the unauthorized use of a plant variety for propagation;
they do not, however, prevent the use of the genetic information incorporated in
these varieties for the generation of new varieties. For this reason, the genetic engineering companies of the conglomerates seek to protect plant genetic information
under the patent system. Patents protect the genetic engineer from all unauthorized
exploitation of the genetic information and all varieties - including the progeny which contain that information. The prohibition of the use of patented plant varieties for breeding has aroused opposition, especially from European plant breeding
associations. This reaction, however, may be interpreted as rear-guard action of a
vanishing type of company, the independent plant breeding firm.
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The crop development conglomerates have their homebase in OECD countries but
intend to supply the global market. Increasing demand for commercial seed in
developing countries, in combination with decreasing public investment in agricultural R&D, induces commercial agriculture in developing countries to rely on
varieties produced by the crop development conglomerates. This development
indicates that a new division of labour emerges in crop development itself, with the
industrial conglomerates as the world's main suppliers of plant varieties.
In this chapter it has been argued that some major adjustments in the prevailing
conservation strategy and IPR regulation have been induced to facilitate this new
division of labour. In order to be able to supply the entire world with improved
plant varieties, the crop development conglomerates have advanced the strengthening of plant-related IPR protection through the agreement on TRIPS. The
Convention on Biological Diversity, in turn, sets out new rules for the access to the
diverse biological organisms, containing genetic information.
At present, we are only able to identify the early stages of tendencies that seem
to shape the Third Agro-Food Order, and it is only with caution that we have made
extrapolations well into the next century. We suggest that the division of labour in
crop development will strongly support the internationally dominant position of
OECD countries in this branch of industry. The vast private and public expenditure
on mapping the genome both of crop plants and of the worldwide collection of
diverse biological organisms is primarily directed at the creation of DNA databanks, which will be of strategic importance to the competitiveness for crop development and the agro-food industry of OECD countries. Seedbank collections consequently have lower priority for crop development in OECD countries, but remain
important for plant breeding in developing countries.
Access to DNA data, and to the new generation of plant varieties generated by
genetic engineering, is increasingly restricted. Even if advanced DNA data could
be applied by the plant breeding industry in developing countries, patent protection
would effectively prevent any unauthorized use for breeding. The present introduction of PVP, however, is of limited use for the protection of transgenic plant
varieties, and thus for the crop development conglomerates, but may be more useful for independent private breeding firms, including those in developing countries.

Notes
1

:

3

The assumption that specific DNA-sequences or genes are responsible for specific plant
characteristics is not uncontroversial. It has been criticized as a reductionistic understanding of the
functioning of living organisms. Koliek (1995:24) for example states that it is not just a gene's
sequence that determines its functions in the organism, but also its location in a chromosomal,
cellular, physiological and evolutionary context.
The OECD shares are higher when the value of import and export of agricultural products is taken into
account. Figures 5.1 - 5.10 present agricultural trade in volume because this offers a better picture of
real changes in trade flows.
The mam exporters of NTCs are China (US$ 1,42 billion in 1994), Mexico (US$ 1,26 billion in 1996-
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97), and Thailand (US$ 738 million in 1996-97) (FAOSTAT, 1998).
The exact value of the commercial seed market is difficult to measure. The interpretation of the terms
'seed and plantlet' varies from one country to another, detailed statistics are absent, and the amount
of farmers' saved seed differs considerably per country and is difficult to evaluate (Le Buanec,
1996:409). For this reason, the estimated commercial world seed market ranges from US$ 15 billion
(Heijbroekef a/., 1996) to US$ 28 billion (Le Buanec, 1996). Because the value of the seed market is
rising rapidly due to the higher prices for transgenic and specialty seed, the highest estimate is likely
to be the most accurate.
Calculations of agricultural R&D must be used with some caution. According to Alston el al.
(1998:53) there is no single, internationally agreed notion of what constitutes 'agricultural R&D'.
The authors themselves use a broad definition of agricultural research which includes research on
"crops, livestock, forestry, and fisheries and related environmental R&D", targeted at "pre-production
(e.g., input supply), on-farm production, and post-production (e.g.. food processing) technologies".
It is unclear, however whether, or to what extent, public funds for genetic engineering R&D have been
included. In view of national competitiveness, governmental expenditure in biotechnology became a
recognized tool of OECD countries in the 1980s to support advances in molecular biology. Even
though most of this investment was earmarked, either as 'health", 'food' or 'agriculture', the partial
integration of the R&D for these sectors into 'life science' R&D. renders the term 'agricultural R&D'
increasingly inapt.
The data on private agricultural R&D provided by Alston et al. (1998) are derived from OECD's
intramural business sector series and are calculated as the sum of R&D performed by the industry
classified as "agriculture, forestry, fisheries", and "food and beverages". Added to these figures is 10
per cent of total research performed by the chemical and pharmaceutical industries. This proportion
of chemical R&D is considered to be assigned to agriculture on the basis of an "approximate rule of
the thumb procedure that was chosen after consulting various other relevant sources" (Alston et al,
1998:66).
There are in principle two approaches to calculate private R&D in crop development: as a proportion
of total private agricultural R&D, or as a proportion of total turnover of the private crop development
industry. The first approach is hindered by the variation in defining the term agricultural R&D and
sub-categories of this R&D. For the USA, for example, it has been calculated that in 1992, 12 per cent
of total private agricultural R&D was spent on "plant breeding" (USDA. 1995). The accuracy of this
percentage must be doubted, however. The corresponding amount of money spent in this category,
US$ 400 million, seems incompatible with the R&D funds allocated by the crop development
conglomerates in the mid-1990s. Figure 5.14 shows, for example, that the 1997 R&D expenditure of
Monsanto alone amounted to nearly USS 1 billion. We prefer, therefore, the alternative approach, in
which private R&D in crop development is calculated as proportion of turnover. It has been indicated
that R&D expenditure in crop development is between 5 and 20 per cent of total turnover (Heijbroek
et ai, 1996:48), or 15 per cent (Thirtle et al.. 1997:52). If we assume the R&D proportion to be
between 10 and 15 per cent of the total commercial seed market, which we have earlier estimated at
around US$ 28 billion, total private crop development R&D would be between US$ 2.8 and 4.2
billion. These figures seem more in line with the private research expenditures shown in Figures 5.14
to 5.19.
There were also other reasons for breeding firms to integrate with the large chemical corporations. In
the Netherlands, several breeding firms run the risk of rupture because third generation family
members (the grandchildren of the founders) preferred to withdraw their shares from the family firm.
A merger with a chemical corporation was considered to be a solution to this situation, (personal
communication N. Louwaars. September 1998. Centre for Plant Breeding and Reproduction
Research. Wageningen, the Netherlands)
The recent involvement of the Mexican corporation Empresas La Moderna (ELM) in crop
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improvement is a good illustration of this tendency. In a short period, ELM acquired a number of
European and American vegetable-breeding firms. In this way, the company has become the world's
primal player in genetically engineered vegetable seeds, vegetable production, and distribution. The
company has set up a system of vegetable contract farming on the basis of ELM seed (Massieu,
1998).
10
Two waves of take-overs during the 1980s and the 1990s have been widely publicized. A number of
chemical companies which became involved in the seed industry in the 1980s, such as Shell, Pfizer,
Rohm and Haas, Elf Acquitaine, divested themselves of their seed and biotech interests a decade later
because the seed sector did not fit into their corporate strategies for a number of reasons. Firstly, it
took much longer to apply genetic engineering techniques in the development of new products than
had originally been envisaged. Secondly, seed, unlike chemicals, could not be marketed globally but
had to be adapted to local climatic conditions. Thirdly, there were conflicts in management style
between the smaller (formerly family owned) seed companies and the large chemical companies
(Seghal, 1996:18).
1

See, for example, the brochures Feeding the 5 billion (ASSINSEL, 1981 ) and Feeding the 8 billion
and preserving the planet (ASSINSEL. 1997), and the Internet homepage of Monsanto titled ''Food,
Health, Hope" (http://www.monsanto.com) starting with the following message: "There is family
that lives here ... a family of six billion, each with the possibility of living longer and healthier
through the discovery we, the people of Monsanto have just begun ...". DuPont CEO Krol comes
with a similar message: "We know that the projections for population growth show a rise from 6
billion people to 10-12 billion people with the next 25-40 years ... For DuPont, a multinational
corporation ... this represents an enormous opportunity to create value for society, the environment
and the shareholder ..." (Krol, 1997).
^Opportunities to expand production through an extension of arable land are very limited, while
productivity growth is presently levelling off for the main crops. In the period 1985-1995 the
productivity growth of wheat, maize, rice and soyabean was around a third of the production growth
during the preceding decade (Heijbroek et al, 1996:11).
13

According to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) 'biodiversity' encompasses no less than
"[T]he variability among living organisms from all sources including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine
and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes
diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems." (UNEP, 1992:27). 'Agro-biodiversity'
refers to the biodiversity in crop plants and animals and constitutes one element of total biodiversity.
14
When, during the Second Agro-Food Order, private breeding gathered steam, the difficult task of
extracting new, useful genetic information from uncrossed landraces was increasingly considered a
task of public breeders, which worked in a less competitive environment. However, when in the 1980s
public breeders were forced by decreased public funding to speed up the pace of their new releases,
they too started to avoid landraces and seedbanks. In the 1980s, both private and public breeders in
the US A reportedly asked for landraces only in about 5-10 per cent of all occasions they approached
seed banks (Cox el ai, 1988:117; Duvick, 1984b; Rejesus etal, 1996:132).
15

Patents on plant-related innovations should not be confused with the American 'plant patents' granted
under the Plant Patent Act of 1930. In this publication the term 'patent' refers to 'patent for invention'
or 'utility patent'.
16
For example, U.S. patents have been issued on all transgenic plants created by specific transformation
techniques of the Brassica family (rapeseed, broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage and Brussels sprouts),
Coffea arabica, the most important commercial coffee species, Cucumis inelo (melons, muskmelons
and cantaloupes), Capsicum (pepper), and Pisum sativum L. (garden peas) (RAFI, 1995:9).
1
The 1961 UPOV act was amended twice on earlier occasions. In 1972 an additional act was adopted
to improve the organization of UPOV. In 1978 the UPOV act was revised, basically to allow the
accession to the Union by the USA, which also granted plant patents for some type of plants. The
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revised text adopted in 1978 differed little from the 1961 text (cf. Heitz, 1987:89-93).
In the 1961 act of UPOV the word 'variety' generally applied to "any cultivar, clone, line, stock, or
hybrid which is capable of cultivation" and sufficiently homogeneous and stable. Remarkably, in the
revised text of the 1978 UPOV act a definition of the very object of protection was left out.
"According to former Pfizer CEO Pratt: "This was a signal to U.S. international policymakers in
various departments that the President cared about IP. Of a sudden, American ambassadors in country
after country become advocates - often strong advocates - for IP vis-à-vis pirate governments." (Pratt,
1995).
:
"The IPC included the pharmaceutical companies Bristol-Myers, Johnson & Johnson, Merck, and
Pfizer; the computer and information-processing industry with General Motors. Hewlett-Packard,
and IBM: the aerospace and defence corporations FMC Corporation, General Electric, and Rockwell
International; the chemical corporations DuPont and Monsanto, and Warner Communications from
the entertainment sector.
:
' Enyart of Monsanto stated: "Besides selling our [intellectual property] concepts at home we went to
Geneva where we presented [our] document to the staff of the GATT secretariat. We also took the
opportunity to present it to the Geneva-based representatives of a large number of countries.!...] What
I have described to you is absolutely unprecedented in GATT Industry has identified a major problem
in international trade. It crafted a solution, reduced it to a concrete proposal and sold it to our own and
other governments." (quoted in Sell, 1995:181).
"These countries include Argentina, Chile. Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Trinidad and
Tobago, and Uruguay.
- The patent laws of most countries recognize a 'research exemption'. This exemption is far more
restrictive than the breeders" exemption in the sense that it allows the use of a patented invention for
non-commercial research purposes only, but there are considerable differences among countries. In
the USA, authorization is usually required to use a protected invention for research purposes, while
in Europe it is not.
18
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